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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Infant Heart Transplant: Perioperative Indicators
of Intellectual Functioning and Learning Difficulties
by
Joy Michelle Gardner
Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Psychology
Loma Linda University, September 2004
Dr. Kiti Freier, Chairperson
Approximately five to eight births per 1000 in the United States are bom with a
congenital heart defect (Limperopoulos et ah, 1999), the primary defect in 57% is
hypoplastic left heart syndrome (Johnston, 1991). A fatal disease twenty years ago,
survival has jumped from less than 5% to 91% of infants surviving their one-month
birthday due to advances in palliative and transplant procedures (Razzouk et ah, 1996).
Unfortunately, the decrease in mortality has been unmatched by a decrease in morbidity,
which continues to be a major risk factor when undergoing deep hypothermia (du Plessis,
2000). While neurodevelopmental and cognitive dysfunction may be related to pre-, peri-,
and post-operative factors, the current study attempts to tease apart some of the
perioperative factors related to intellectual outcome. The study retrospectively examined
44 infants who received cardiac transplantation between 1985 and 1990 and had also
received cognitive and academic assessment between 4 to 10 years of age. Results
revealed that rewarming rate and DHCA times under 40 minutes did not correlate with
intellectual outcome. Conversely, cooling rate, DHCA time over 40 minutes when age
was taken into account, and temperature at minimum oxygen saturation did correlate with
outcome. There was also an unexpected interaction between minimum bypass flow rate

xi

and average mean arterial pressure in relation to outcome. The incidence and
predictability of learning disabilities are also discussed.

xn

Introduction
In the United States, between five and eight births per 1000 are bom with a
congenital heart defect (CHD) (Limperopoulos et al., 1999), and nearly 60% with
hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS) (Johnston, 1991). Not only is HLHS the most
common cardiac malformation, but, twenty years ago, it was also considered the most
severe and uniformly fatal cause of congenital heart disease (Grech, 1999). If left
untreated, nearly 95% would not survive their first month birthday (Razzouk et al., 1996).
Today, among infants receiving treatment, one and five year actuarial survival rates are
roughly 75% and 65%, respectively. Furthermore, recent data from Loma Linda
Children’s Hospital reported nearly 70% of infants surviving ten years (Fortuna,
Chinnock, & Bailey, 1999). While staged palliative procedures have demonstrated some
success, heart transplantation is the treatment of choice for more severe congenital heart
defects (Boucek Jr & Boucek, 2002; Wray, Long, Radley-Smith, & Yacoub, 2001).
However, because pediatric heart transplantation has only been around for less than
twenty years, the long-term ramifications on development have yet to be identified and
understood.
The first adult heart transplant with a human donor heart occurred in Cape Town,
South Africa in December 1967 (Barnard, 1967). The patient died 18 days later
secondary to pneumonia. The first pediatric heart allotransplant was attempted three days
later at Maimonides Medical Center in Brooklyn, New York; however, the infant
survived only six hours following transplantation (Kantrowitz, Haller, Joos, Cerruti, &
Carstensen, 1968). Hundreds of transplants took place within the years following 1967;
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however, the occurrence began to decline by the early 1970’s after it became apparent
that appropriate immunosuppression was not an option (Raithel, 1987).
After the discovery of an effective immunosuppressive agent, cyclosporine, in
1976, and acceptance by the Food and Drug Administration in 1983 for heart
transplantation management, a new era of transplantation began to develop (Raithel,
1987). As a result of continued animal research, Bailey and colleagues at Loma Linda
University in Loma Linda, California proposed that neonates were exceptional candidates
for transplantation (L. L. Bailey, Jang, Johnson, & Jolley, 1985). A “window of
opportunity” for successful transplant without rejection was discovered when the survival
rate of newborn goats that underwent transplantation without immunosuppression,
secondary to immature immune functioning, was prolonged when compared to older
goats (Johnston, 1991).
In 1984 the first neonatal heart xenotransplantation took place at Loma Linda
University in a 12-day-old neonate with hypoplastic left heart syndrome (Bailey,
Nehlsen-Cannarella, Concepcion, & Jolley, 1985). While the infant survived only 20
days, a renewed interest and surge of effort focused on neonatal transplantation. Between
1985 and 1993, 140 neonatal and infant heart transplant procedures were completed on
139 neonates and infants between the ages of 3 hours to 12 months of age at Loma Linda
University Medical Center (Bailey et ah, 1993). Cardiac conditions included hypoplastic
left heart syndrome in 88 infants (63%), other complex structural anomalies in 40 (29%),
cardiomyopathy in 9 (6.5%), and tumors in 2 (1.5%). Of these, 89% were discharged
from the hospital with successful transplantation and at a five-year follow-up 80% were
still alive. Of the newborn recipients, survival at five years was 84%. Further reports by
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the Loma Linda group indicate that survival for infant transplant recipients is somewhere
between 81% and 86% at two years (Bailey, Gundry, Razzouk, & Wang, 1992).
The development of surgical techniques and better control and management of
infection and rejection has lead to an increase in survival rates over the last twenty years.
Additionally, reports indicate that growth (ie. weight, height and head circumference) of
transplanted children does not differ from the normal population (Au et al., 1992; Swan,
Weintraub, Radley-Smith, & Yacoub, 1993). As a result of prolonged survival and
physically healthy and active children, the attention now turns to the quality of life and
the cognitive development of these children. While there is fairly extensive research on
cognitive outcomes with pediatric cardiac surgery, there is a paucity of research
exploring cognitive outcome following infant heart transplantation.
Much of the research discussed in this review utilizes these other groups as
comparison groups through which possible theories on cognitive outcome of neonatal
heart transplant are derived. Although current research indicates that many patients who
undergo deep hypothermic cardiac arrest and cardiopulmonary bypass demonstrate
neuropsychological dysfunctioning postoperatively (Mahle et al., 2000; Wells, Coghill,
Caplan, & Lincoln, 1983; Wright, Hicks, & Newman, 1979), gaps remain in our
understanding of the underlying mechanisms for the cognitive delays. While the etiology
is most likely multifactorial, with attributions from pre-,peri-, and postoperative factors,
the goal of the present study is to explore the relative contributions perioperative events
make to general neuropsychological functioning in pediatric populations. A discussion on
the events important to the study includes the relationship between cooling rate, flowrate, pH strategy, rewarming rate and neuropsychological and cognitive development.
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Furthermore, because cerebral insult occurs during critical brain development periods for
neonates and infants, the frequency, severity and type of learning disabilities that are
reported in the literature will also be reviewed. Additionally, the possibility of the
relationship between rewarming rate and cognitive outcome varying as a function of age
will also be discussed.
Prerequisites for Pediatric Heart Transplant
According to Boyle and Fricker (2000) there are two primary types of cardiac
injuries that necessitate transplantation: cardiomyopathy and congenital heart disease.
The incidence and prevalence of each in terms of transplantation is related to geographic
location as well as transplant surgeon and team experiences and research.
Cardiomyopathy is the pre-existing heart condition for approximately 40% of patients
entered into the Pediatric Heart Transplant Study database (Boyle & Fricker, 2000).
Indication for transplant at St. Christopher’s Hospital for Children in Philadelphia was
viral cardiomyopathy in 40%, congenital cardiomyopathy in 20%, hypoplastic left heart
in 26%, unresectable fibroma of the left ventricle in 7% and hypertrophic obstructive
cardiomyopathy in another 7% (Dunn et al., 1987). A report from the Loma Linda
University Pediatric Heart Transplant Group stated that between 1985 and 1989, 28% of
infant and children selected for heart transplantation have a cardiomyopathy (Bailey,
Wood, Razzouk, Van Arsdell, & Gundry, 1989). Conversely, at Stanford University
Medical Center during the 1980’s 71% of children selected for heart transplantion had a
pre-existing idiopathic and/or doxorubicin cardiomyopathy (Baum et al., 1991).
However, these differences in pre-existing cardiac condition between universities
represents the selection bias of the relative transplant teams. For example, at Loma Linda
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University hypoplastic left heart syndrome, a congential heart anomaly, is the most
common pre-existing condition mainly as a reflection of the transplant team and
surgeons’ experience and efficacy of heart transplants with this population.
Different types of cardiomyopathies include dilated, hypertrophic, and restrictive.
Researchers at Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh reported that “dilated cardiomyopathy
and palliated congenital heart disease with irreversible myocardial dysfunction are the
major indications for heart transplantation in children” (Pahl et al., 1988). Conversely, the
experience at Loma Linda University Medical Center and Children’s Hospital suggests
that hypoplastic left heart syndrome, a type of congenital heart disease, is a major
indication for transplantation. As such, there is generally a great deal of variability in the
conditions in which transplantation is used to treat relative to the university or region
performing the procedure.
The second major type of pre-existing heart condition is congenital heart disease
(CHD). Congenital heart disease includes any cardiac malformation present at birth and
can be related to chromosomal abnormalities, environmental factors, and/or single gene
disorders (Olley, 1999). The Loma Linda University Pediatric Heart Transplant Group
reported that 77% of pediatric heart recipients had a pre-existing congenital hearth
disease (CHD) (Bailey et al., 1989). Approximately 8 of every 1,000 live births have
CHD, and the number increases when stillboms and miscarriages are included (Olley,
1999).
CHD presents as a variety of cardiac abnormalities including hypoplastic left
heart. The most common cardiac anomaly with one functional ventricle, children with
hypoplastic left heart syndrome demonstrate significant challenges for multistage
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reconstruction secondary to complex anatomical malformations as well as increased risk
inherent with multiple surgical procedures (Razzouk et al., 1996). However, for heart
transplantation, children with HLHS have experienced longer survival rates (Razzouk et
ah, 1996). HLHS includes any congenital malformation of the left side of the heart,
which can include aortic and/or mitral atresia, diminutive left ventricle, and/or hypoplasia
of the ascending aorta and aortic arch (Johnston, 1991). Other common forms of CHD
include ventricular septal defects, persistent ductus arteriosus, atrial septal defects, aortic
and/or pulmonary stenosis, coarctation of the aorta, tetralogy of fallot, transposition of
the great artereis (Olley, 1999), pulmonary atresia with or without ventricular septal
defect, coronary artery atresia/ proximal coronary stenoses and univentricular hearts with
severe atrio-ventricular valve regurgitation and/or ventricular dysfunction (Boyle &
Pricker, 2000).
Hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS), because of tremendous research success
with the goat model as well as human infant survival rates (Razzouk et al., 1996),
comprises the largest group of transplants before one year of age (Webber et al., 2000). A
fatal disease twenty years ago, with less than 5% of infants surviving the first month, it
now has a survival rate of 91% at one month (Razzouk et al., 1996). Moreover, actuarial
survival at seven years is 70%, an unimaginable statistic just twenty years ago. With 57%
of children with CHD presenting with HLHS as the underlying defect, it is the leading
cause of the CHD (Johnston, 1991).
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Predictors of Intellectual Outcome
Preoperative Phase
Often, the most important predictor of intellectual and/or neuropsychological
outcome is what the infant brings to the table prior to surgery. Limperopoulos and
colleagues (1999) were interested in evaluating whether or not neurobehavioral and
neurologic impairments were present prior to transplantation. In the cohort of 56 neonates
awaiting open heart surgery for congenital heart defects, over 50% demonstrated
neurologic abnormalities such as poor suck, jitteriness, motor asymmetries, and abnormal
muscle tone, 35% were microcephalic, 12% were macrocephalic and 5% had seizures
(Limperopoulos et ah, 1999). It was also reported that infants with cyanotic defects were
less likely to demonstrate neurologic impairment than infants with acyanotic congential
heart defects.
Other preoperative medical concerns regarding cognitive development include
low birth weight, head circumference, pre-existing neurological abnormalities and
previous palliative surgical attempts. DeLeon and colleagues (1990) found that 63% of
patients with neurological impairments had at least one previous deep hypothermic
surgical experience. Other studies report that more than 15% of the sample had low birth
weight for gestational age (Clarkson, MacArthur, Barratt-Boyes, Whitlock, & Neutze,
1980). Additionally, Mendoza and colleagues (1991) reported that 67% of pediatric
recipients with head circumference below the 5th percentile demonstrated delayed
neurodevelopmental performance as measured by either the Bayley Scales of Infant
Development, the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale or the Denver Developmental
Screening Test. Other preoperative medical factors related to neuropsychological and
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cognitive outcome include poor nutrition, hypoxemia, and periods of acidosis and low
cardiac output (Uzark et ah, 1998). As for neurological abnormalities Glauser et al (1990)
examined the occurrence of congenital brain malformations associated with HLHS in 41
infants. Nearly 30% had some type of central nervous system abnormality (Glauser,
Rorke, Weinberg, & Clancy, 1990). In another study it was found that 9% of infants and
children with congenital heart defects who underwent surgical repair experienced
generalized or focal seizures subsequent to the surgery (Ehyai, Fenichel, & Bender,
1984).
Perioperative Phase
A great deal of research has focused on perioperative events as a source of injury
leading to impairment in neuropsychological functioning. Perioperative variables that
have been evaluated in relation to hypoxic injury and subsequent neuropsychological
impairment include cooling, ischemic, cardiac arrest, cardiopulmonary bypass and
rewarming times, pH strategy employed, cerebral oxygenation and cerebral blood
pressure and flow rate. Surgical procedures such as Norwood and Fontan are considered
responsible for over half of pediatric patients who developed cerebrovascular disorders
(Adair, Call, O'Connell, & Baringer, 1992). To fully assess the impact of DHCA on
cognitive functioning, examination and evaluation of some of the components of the
perfusion and intraoperative techniques will be examined. This section will discuss
current research relevant to each of the areas that will be examined in the current study.
Because research on infant heart transplant is limited, other research involving similar
DHCA procedures with different populations will be reviewed.
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Cooling. Cooling time is the amount of time required to reduce the body
temperature from a normothermic to a hypothermic state. DeLeon and colleagues (1990)
reported that longer cooling times (> 1 hour) were predictive of development of
choreoathetosis. Although this study did not examine the relationship between cooling
rate and neuropsychological and cognitive development, the neurologic results are
compelling and suggest that cerebral dysfunction may be indirectly related to events
occurring during the cooling phase of deep hypothermia. Conversely, Bellinger and
colleagues (1991) reported that longer pre-arrest time was correlated with better
neurological outcome following cardiac surgery in neonates (Bellinger et al., 1991).
Furthermore, Wong and colleagues (1992) also reported that cooling time was
significantly shorter for patients who developed choreoathetosis. A more recently study,
previously discussed, reported that cooling time was unrelated the neurodevelopmental
outcome (Eke et al., 1996). As a result, the available literature regarding the influence of
cooling time on neurological and or neuropsychological outcome is inconclusive.
Furthermore, because the end point often varies (temperature at the end of cooling), it is
important to not only look at the time it takes but the speed at which the body
temperature is reduced. However, no current studies have examined the degree change
per minute during cooling in terms of neurological or neuropsychological outcome.
Cardiopulmonary bypass and cardiac arrest. The safety of deep hypothermic
cardiac arrest (DHCA) and cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) have been controversial since
their conception (Blackwood, Haka-Ikse, & Steward, 1986). While some consider that
intellectual outcome is unaffected by DHCA (Blackwood et al., 1986; Brunberg, Reilly,
& Doty, 1974; Clarkson et al., 1980), others have reported adverse outcomes (Wells et
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al., 1983; Wright et al., 1979). In one of the earliest published reports of neurologic
outcome following DHCA, Brunberg, Reilly and Doty (1973) reported that while 20% of
pediatric patients who received palliative cardiac surgery developed neurologic
impairment, outcome did not covary with duration of DHCA. These researchers’ results,
however, were not unanimously accepted and there have been many years of controversy
over the impact of DHCA on neurologic and cognitive outcome.
In contrast to Brunberg et al. (1973), animal models have shown neurologic and
morphologic evidence that outcome is directly related to duration of circulatory arrest
(Treasure et al., 1983). These researchers found that when arrest time was longer than 45
minutes, time was inversely related to the number of hippocampal cells and occurrence of
neurologic abnormalities in gerbils. In 1991, Greeley and colleagues developed a
hypothermic metabolic index based on 46 pediatric patients (age 1 day to 14 years). The
index demonstrated the exponential relationship between temperature and cerebral
metabolism. This study has been used subsequently as an indicator of the length of time
the brain can tolerate ischemia (“safe” period for DHCA).
Based on these findings, it is believed that neural tissue is protected from
ischemia for 39 to 65 minutes of DHCA at a temperature of 18°C and 11 to 19 minutes at
28°C (W. J. Greeley et al., 1991). More current research with adult cardiac populations
confirms these findings and suggests that circulatory arrest longer than 40 minutes places
the patient at an increased risk of developing cerebrovascular disease and/or stroke
(Svensson et al., 1993). Even with these guidelines outlined, the use and protective nature
of DHCA is a controversial topic in the literature.
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Although some research indicates that neurological and cognitive impairments in
children are not related to deep hypothermic cardiac arrest (Clarkson et al., 1980;
Stevenson, Stone, Dillard, & Morgan, 1974), other evidence appears to point toward an
increased range of impairments that can occur following DHCA (Wright et al., 1979).
One of the earliest studies to look at DHCA as a source of adverse neuropsychological
and intellectual outcome was Dickinson and Sambrooks (1979). These researchers in
Liverpool, England examined intellectual functioning in 38 children (22 months to 6
years) who received surgical corrections for CHD as infants (ages 5 days to 36 months at
repair). Intellectual functioning was measured with either Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children, Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence, or the Merrill Palmer
scale of mental tests.
Results revealed that mean IQ was not significantly different from the normative
population (X = 99.2, SD = 19.5). Furthermore, neither the duration of DHCA nor age at
operation was associated with outcome. While there was a significantly greater dispersion
of scores around the mean than what is found in the general population, this seemed to be
attributable to the higher proportion of a few children falling within the low average
range. This significantly higher number of children that fell greater than one standard
deviation below the mean was thought to be due to preoperative neurologic status in
nearly 50% of the children (Dickinson & Sambrooks, 1979).
That same year, Wright, Hicks, and Newman (1979) reported neurologic and
intellectual outcome of 32 infants who received deep hypothermia for closure of
ventricular septal defects at Prince Henry Hospital in Little Bay, Australia. They found
that 47% and 59% demonstrated intellectual and physical impairments, respectively.
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Although these results are compelling, this group of researchers did not control for
preoperative intellectual functioning.
In contrast, Clarkson and colleagues (1980) published a report the following year
that evaluated 72 infants (11 days to 26 months) who received surgical repair for
congenital heart lesions. The study examined the relationship between circulatory arrest
time and intellectual functioning as measured on the Stanford-Binet. Results indicated
that intellectual functioning was not significantly related to duration of circulatory arrest,
duration of cardiopulmonary bypass, blood pressure during cooling, or minimum rectal or
nasopharyngeal temperatures. Comparison with a control group did identify that the study
group had a lower overall mean intelligence score (X = 92.9, SD = 16.5), although it was
not statistically significant (Clarkson et al., 1980).
A fourth study a few years later indicated that duration of arrest is related to
psychological functioning (Wells et al., 1983). This study reported that not only was
cardiac arrest time related to intellectual functioning, but that .69 IQ points were lost
relative to their sibling for every minute of circulatory arrest time over 45 minutes. While
the results and quantitative IQ statistics are compelling, the researchers did not evaluate
the contributions that preoperative or other perioperative factors may have had on
outcome. Additionally, there were no pre-test measures evaluated to determine if the
individual declined relative to him or herself. One difference between Clarkson et. al.’s
(1980) and Wells et. al.’s (1983) studies is that the comparison group in the former were
age-matched “ideal” controls who had similar cardiac defects but did not undergo
surgical repair while the latter used siblings as a control group. As a result, Clarkson and
colleagues had greater control for the variance that might be attributed to cardiac output
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status than Wells and colleagues who used healthy siblings with no cardiac abnormalities
as controls.
A fifth study reported results similar to Clarkson and colleagues (1980) but
contrary to Wright et. al.’s (1979) and Wells et. al.’s (1983) findings. This study found
that preoperative and postoperative intellectual functioning, as measured by the Revised
Yale Developmental Schedules, was not significantly different from the normative
population (Blackwood et ah, 1986). Of the 26 infants examined in the study, 4 (15%)
had developmental quotients greater than one standard deviation above the mean
postoperatively and 2 (8%) had developmental quotients less than one standard deviation
below the mean postoperatively. The remaining 20 infants fell within one standard
deviation of the preoperative score, which is what was expected given the standard error
of measurement (Blackwood et al., 1986).
Five years later, Bellinger and colleagues (1991) published a report on the
cognitive development of 28 children (ages 7 to 53 months) who received surgical
correction of transposition of the great arteries as infants (ages 1 to 125 days). Cognitive
development was measured with the Bayley Scales of Infant Development for children
under 30 months of age and the McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities were
administered to children over 30 months of age. Results revealed that the average
cognitive development for both age groups was not statistically different from the
normative population. The mean Bayley score was 98.6, while the mean McCarthy score
was 106.3. Consistent with Dickenson and Sambrooks (1979), Clarkson and colleagues
(1980), and Blackwood et al. (1986), cognitive functioning was not associated with
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duration of DHCA. Low scores, however, were more commonly found in children who
underwent repair later in infancy (D. C. Bellinger et ah, 1991).
Mahle and colleagues (2000) looked at neurodevelopmental outcome of schoolage children with HLHS in relation to pre- and perioperative procedures (i.e.,
preoperative seizures, DHCA, CPB). While the results of this study did not find that
intellectual and academic achievement outcome was associated with length of DHCA,
other pre- and intraoperative variables appeared to covary with outcome. This study
found that lower full scale IQ was predicted by preoperative seizures, lower Performance
IQ was predicted by preoperative seizures and longer cumulative CPB time and lower
math and reading performances were predicted by longer cumulative CPB time (Mahle et
al., 2000).
In summary, while many studies have alluded to a correlation between cognitive
impairment and longer DHCA times (Treasure et al., 1983; Wells et al., 1983; Wright et
al., 1979), there appears to be growing evidence that this relationship does not exist
(Blackwood et al., 1986; Brunberg et al., 1974; Clarkson et al., 1980; Dickinson &
Sambrooks, 1979; Mahle et al., 2000; Stevenson et al., 1974). In fact, what these
numerous articles may suggest is that the intraoperative period plays an important role in
intellectual and cognitive outcome, including DHCA, but to examine the relationship of
one variable requires the control, close examination, and measurement of many other
confounding surgical and perfusion variables. However, the ability to control the
numerous complex and confounding variables within this time period is impossible. As a
result, researchers will continue to report seemingly contradictory findings due to
variations among several surgical parameters.
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pH management strategy. The pH management strategy utilized during surgery
has also been examined. During periods of hypothermia, blood becomes more basic
(Jonas et ah, 1993). The pH-stat method attempts to counteract this occurrence by adding
carbon dioxide to the blood during perfusion in order to maintain a set arterial carbon
dioxide tension (Pco2 = 40 mm Hg) and pH (7.4). The alpha-stat method maintains these
values, measured when body temperature is 37°C, and does not take into account the
change in acidity during hypothermia. Jonas and colleague (1993) set out to examine the
impact each of the pH strategies has on developmental outcome. Although it was
believed that the pH-stat approach increased cerebral blood flow (CBF) beyond
metabolic demands and alpha-stat decreased CBF below necessary levels, there was no
evidence indicating the adverse effects of pH management on outcome previous to this
time. It has been suggested that pH-stat interrupts the match between CBF, metabolic rate
and blood pressure subsequently leading to an increase in CBF, microembolization,
edema and intercranial hypertension (Jonas et al., 1993).
On the other hand, the alpha-stat approach results in decreased pressure and CBF,
which could interfere with and be insufficient to meet the metabolic need during
hypothermia. Because pH management at Children’s Hospital in Boston switched from
pH-stat to alpha-stat in 1985, they were able to cross-sectionally compare cohorts with
similar procedures for treatment of D-transposition of the great arteries. Developmental
outcome was measured with the Bayley Scales of Infant Development for children under
30 months and with the McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities for children over 30
months of age. Development was compared with arterial carbon dioxide tension (PC02) at
circulatory arrest. The study included 19 infants who received Senning repair (rather than
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arterial switch secondary to inappropriate anatomy) for transposition of the great arteries
between birth and 6 months of age. Age at developmental evaluation ranged from 11 to
79 months of age.
Results found that there was a strong positive correlation between arterial Pco2
and developmental score, with developmental performance improving with increasing
Pco2 (managed by pH-stat), even after controlling for other intraoperative (i.e. cooling
duration, duration of circulatory arrest, total CPB time) and sociodemographic (i.e. social
class, parent education) variables. Thus, a decrease in Pco2 during alpha-stat management
at onset of DHCA resulted in impaired developmental outcome (Jonas et al., 1993). This
study suggests that the alpha-stat method may results in a decrease in CBF during cooling
and rewarming phases which may lead to insufficient oxygen to meet metabolic
demands, which is evidence by lower performances on developmental outcome measures
in this group.
A more recent report, however, suggests that developmental outcome was
unrelated to pH management strategy during deep hypothermic CPB without cardiac
arrest (Bellinger et al., 2001). Developmental evaluation using the Bayley Scales of
Infant Development was conducted on 111 infants (X = 13 months old) who had received
surgical correction for either transposition of the great arteries, ventricular septal defect
with complete common atrioventricular canal defect (VSD/CAVC), tetrology of Fallot or
other CHD. Prior to correction, infants were randomly assigned to either pH- or alphastat management strategy while controlling for surgeon, age, and diagnosis. The results
revealed that there appeared to be an interaction between pH strategy and diagnosis when
examining developmental outcome, however, these differences did not seem to be
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consistently related to pH management strategy. Infants with VSD/CAVC who received
pH-stat management performed significantly higher on developmental measures than the
alpha-stat group. Infants in the pH-stat groups for infants with all other diagnoses
performed lower on developmental measures than the alpha-stat groups. Although there
was an interaction reported, the researchers concluded that there was not an overall
significant difference in outcome between the two pH management strategies (Bellinger
et ah, 2001). Both small sample size in the VSD/CAVC group and inability to control for
age at repair were believed to be important limitations in the study. The results of both
studies suggest that the impact pH management strategy has on neurodevelopmental
outcome with pediatric and neonatal populations is unclear.
Microemboli. Vascular occlusion by either fatty or gaseous emboli is a risk factor
during cardiac surgery. With adult cardiac populations the concern generally involves
fatty particulate matter becoming lodged within the cerebral vasculature. With infants,
however, the concern is less with fatty emboli (arterial plaque buildup is minimal in
young donor hearts), and more with gaseous occlusion. In one of the first studies to
identify microemboli as a contributing factor to adverse outcome, Muraoka and
colleagues (1981) examined 57 infants receiving either CPB with high-flow and mild or
deep hypothermia. Of these, 45 infants underwent CPB with mild hypothermia for repair
of ventricular septal defects (47%), atrial septal defects (33%), tetralogy of Fallot (11%),
and miscellaneous lesions (9%). The remaining 12 infants received deep hypothermia
with surface cooling from 25° to 23° C for repair of ventricular septal defects (42%),
tetralogy of Fallot (33%), complete atrioventricular canal defects (17%), and total
anomalous pulmonary venous connection (8%). The research team wanted to determine
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the relationship between CPB/arrest and brain morphology as measured by computed
tomography (CT). What they found was that brain mass was decreased in those infants
who received CPB with bubble oxygenators with either large filters or no filters. The
results indicated no brain mass changes in those infants who received membrane
oxygenators. While the researchers were unable to identify the direct mechanism for the
mass changes, they alluded to microemboli as the source of decrease in size of cortical
tissue (Muraoka et ah, 1981).
A more recent study examined the occurrence of microemboli during CPB in
relation to neuropsychological outcome in 50 adults (Pugsley et ah, 1994). Microembolic
substances were measured in the middle cerebral arteries with a transcranial Doppler
ultrasonographer. Microemboli were defined as regions of high-intensity transcranial
signals. Results found that an increase in high-intensity transcranial signals was
correlated with greater neuropsychological deficits at assessment eight weeks following
CPB surgery (Pugsley et ah, 1994).
The following year, a study by Clark et ah (1995) further confirmed Pugsley et
al’s (1994) findings with adults. In this study researchers examined neuropsychological
outcome following CPB for coronary artery bypass graft in adult patients. Using
transcranial Doppler ultrasonographer, these researchers found that patients with more
than 60 episodes of microemboli demonstrated the greatest change in pre and
postoperative neuropsychological performance. Furthermore, neurologic deficits were
more frequently reported in those with increased microemoblic episodes (Clark et ah,
1995). While it is believed that microembolism is a risk factor for cognitive dysfunction
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in adult patients undergoing cardiac surgery (Newman, Croughwell et al., 1995), this has
not yet been determined or studied within the pediatric cardiac surgery population.
In summary, the occurrence of microemboli during CPB has been related to
adverse neuropsychological and cognitive outcome, primarily of gaseous (e.g. air) origin.
Muraoka et al. (1981) found that infants who received bypass with bubble oxygenators
with large or no filters demonstrated significant decreases in brain mass relative to infants
who received bypass with membrane oxygenators. Both Pugsley et al (1984) and Clark et
al. (1995) examined neuropsychological outcome in relation to microemboli in adult
cardiac patients. They found that greater microembolic episodes were correlated with
greater neuropsychological impairment.
Rewarming. Rewarming rate has also received a modest amount of attention in
the literature recently. Using animal models, Nakamura and colleagues (1999) examined
the relationship between temperature, rewarming speed and hippocampal CA1 cell
damage following ischemia. Additionally, CBF, extracellular glutamate and lactate were
measured. Following induction of ischemia, gerbils were either treated with moderate
hypothermia with standard, fast, or slow rewarming rates or deep hypothermia with
standard, fast, slow, or stepwise re warming speed. With moderate hypothermia,
rewarming rate had no affect on CA1 cell survival. With deep hypothermia, however, rate
of rewarming did have a significant affect on cell survival, CBF, extracellular glutamate
and lactate in the hippocampus, with faster rewarming leading to greater cell death, and
presence of extracellular glutamate and lactate (Nakamura et al., 1999).
Using human subjects, Newman and colleagues’ (1995) study on the “Differential
age effects of mean arterial Pressure and rewarming on cognitive dysfunction after
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cardiac surgery,” found that univariable relationship between rewarming and cognitive
measures were not significantly correlated (Newman, Kramer et al., 1995). The study
included 237 adults (52 females, 185 males) between the ages of 25 and 85. However,
when age was taken into consideration, there was an interaction between age and
cognitive outcome in relation to rate of rewarming.
Cognitive measures included Randt Memory Test, Digit Span and Digit Symbol
subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised, Benton Revised Retention
Test, and the Trail-Making Test Part B. Rewarming did not directly correlate with any of
the cognitive measures. However, the interaction between rewarming and the Benton
Revised Retention Test was significant when age was taken into consideration, with
faster rewarming leading to greater visuospatial memory decline as age increases.
Rewarming was measured by greatest increase in nasopharyngeal temperature during any
five-minute period. While the study was compelling, measures of cognitive outcome
utilized raw scores rather than standard scores in the data analysis. Thus, it is difficult to
determine if the age effects reported are a function of the relationship between rewarming
and outcome or are the residual effects of using raw rather than standards scores of
cognitive functioning.
A more recent study by Newman and colleagues (2002) set out to test the
hypothesis that “slower rewarming would result in improved neurologic and
neurocognitive outcome after [coronary artery bypass graft] CABG surgery.”
Neuropsychological measurement included the Randt Memory Test, Digit Span and Digit
Symbol subtests from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised, Modified Visual
Reproduction Test from the Wechsler Memory Scale, and the Trail Making Test (Part B).
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The sample included 165 adult patients undergoing elective CABG procedures. Sixtyfive patients received slow rewarming equaling a 2°C difference between nasopharyngeal
and CPB perfusate temperature. The remaining 100 control patients received a
conventional rate gradient of 40-6°C. Univariate analysis showed no significant
differences between the slow and control rewarming groups in regards to occurrence of
neurocognitive deficits, cognitive changes between pre- and postoperative scores, and
strokes. Multivariate linear regression analysis, however, revealed that with diabetes,
group assignment, baseline cognitive functioning, and cross-clamp time included in the
analysis, the slower rewarm patients did show significantly greater improvement in
cognitive improvement than patients in the control (Grigore et al., 2002).
In summary, several studies have identified greater neuropsychological and
cognitive impairment with accelerated rewarming speeds (Grigore et al., 2002; Honda et
al., 2001; Nakamura et al., 1999; Newman, Kramer et al., 1995). Nakumura et al. (1999)
identified that faster rewarming lead to greater CA1 cell death in the hippocampus of
gerbils. Newman and colleagues (2002) revealed that rewarming may only become more
significant if other factors such as diabetes, baseline cognitive functioning, age, and
cross-clamp time are accounted for in the analysis. While these studies are intriguing, the
mechanism by which rewarming speed plays a role in cognitive outcome is still unclear.
Furthermore, because the relationship might change as a function of age, how this
translates to pediatric populations, specifically, infant heart transplants, is still relatively
unknown. The following will discuss studies that have focused on the possible
mechanisms that might be operating in the relationship between rewarming rate and
outcome.
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Rewarming in relation to metabolic rate, blood pressure andflow. In some
studies that examine the relationship between rewarming rate and cognitive outcome,
steps have been taken to elucidate further the underlying mechanisms of the relationship.
In these published reports cerebral metabolic rate, oxygenation, blood pressure and flow
have been systematically analyzed. This section will discuss each of these variables in
relation to intellectual and cognitive outcome.
Because a great deal of evidence links developmental and cognitive deficits to
hypoxic-ischemic injury incurred either pre- or perioperatively, research has begun
focusing on measurement of cerebral intravascular (hemoglobin [Hb]) and mitochondrial
(cytochrome aa3) oxygenation (du Plessis et ah, 1995; Greeley, Bracey, & Ungerleider,
1991; Kurth, Steven, & Nicolson, 1995; Nollert et ah, 1995), cerebral metabolic rate.
blood pressure and flow rates (Diephuis, Balt, van Dijk, Moons, & Knape, 2002;
Enomoto, Hindman, Dexter, Smith, & Cutkomp, 1996; van der Linden et al., 1989).
Measurement of Hb and cytochrome oxidase in real time by near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS) is dependent on the presence or absence of oxygen in both Hb and cytochrome
oxidase. Cytochrome oxidase is an enzyme within the electron transport chain that is
responsible for the reduction of oxygen within the mitochondria, the power plant of the
cell. Cellular activity and production of adenosine triphosphate (energy) is dependent
upon oxidation of cytochrome aa3. It is reported that 90% of the human body’s oxygen
demand is consumed through this process (du Plessis et al., 1995). As a result, to examine
the impact that cardiac arrest, hypoxia and hypothermia have on cerebral oxygenation,
many researchers are now employing NIRS techniques to watch this process in vivo.
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In an animal study, Abdul-Khaliq and researchers (2001) examined cerebral
oxygenation during cooling, DHCA, and rewarming using NIRS in rabbits (Abdul-Khaliq
et al., 2001). This study found that following reperfusion and re warming, cytochrome
oxidase was significantly lower than pre-CPB values. While these results are compelling,
conclusions regarding neurological and neuropsychological implications were not
generated due to the non-human subjects’ design.
Using human subjects, Nollert and colleagues, (1995) explored the relationship
between cerebral oxygenation during adult cardiac surgery and neuropsychological
outcome. The study included 41 adults (9 females, 32 males) between the ages of 32 and
76. Cerebral oxygenation was measured using NIRS intraoperatively with specific
wavelengths absorbed by oxygenated hemoglobin (Hb02), deoxygenated hemoglobin
(Hb), and cytochrome oxidase. Neuropsychological functioning was measured using
Folstein, Fosltein and McHugh’s Mini-Mental-State-Test (MMS).
The study found that postoperative scores one-, two-, and three days following
surgery declined significantly from preoperative scores on the MMS. Neuropsychological
deficits were reported in 4 of the 41 patients one-, two-, and three days following surgery.
Each of these four patients also had significantly lower cytochrome oxidase relative to
the 37 patients who did not demonstrate deficits. Other measures of cerebral oxygenation
(i.e. Hb02 and Hb) did not correlate with MMS performance.
The researchers concluded that neuropsychological impairments are directly
related to intraoperative cerebral hypoxia as measured by cytochrome oxidase. However,
the study reported that there were no lasting neuropsychological deficits in any of the
four patients at a one-month follow-up visit (Nollert et al., 1995). While this study is
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intriguing, the depth and complexity of neuropsychological functioning may not have
been fully assessed by the MMS, which is primarily a cognitive test measuring alertness
and orientation to the environment.
In one of the only studies to look at cerebral oxygenation and oxygen
phosphorylation using NIRS in a pediatric population undergoing cardiac surgery,
another group of researchers examined Hb02 and cytochrome oxidase in 63 infants
receiving DHCA for repair of CHD (du Plessis et ah, 1995). These researcher found that,
consistent with Nollert and colleagues, cytochrome oxidase decreased at the onset of
hypothermia, in spite of sufficient Hb02 and remained decreased during circulatory
arrest, and was delayed during rewarming, with more than 50% of infants never reaching
pre-hypothermic levels of cytochrome oxidase. Interestingly, cytochrome oxidase
appeared to decrease as a function of age at time of surgery, with greater decrease
occurring in infants two weeks and older. Although these researchers did not report on
any developmental outcome of these infants, the results are still compelling in light of
previous cerebral oxygenation findings. The pronounced effects in older neonates may
indicate neuroprotective mechanisms present in newborns.
Simultaneously with Nollert et. al. (1995) and du Plessis (1995), Kurth and
colleagues (1995) also examined the relationship between cerebrovascular hemoglobin
oxygen saturation (Hb02) during cardiac surgery and age (Kurth et al., 1995). The study
included eight neonates (11 ± 3 days old), ten infants (5 ± 1 months old), and eight
children (23 ± 3 months old). Hb02 was measured using NIRS. While these researchers
did not specifically address cytochrome oxidase like Nollert et. al. (1995) and du Plessis
(1995), they did find that the half-life of Hb02 was inversely related to age in that
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Hb02’s half-life was greater in neonates (9 ± 1 minutes), than infants (6 ± 1 minutes) and
children (4 ± 1 minutes). Neurological deficits were reported in 3 of the 26 patients
(12%) included in the study. Occurrence of neurological impairment was independent of
age at surgery. It was reported that the change in Hb02 at the onset of cardiac arrest was
less in the patients with neurological deficits compared to those with no deficits.
Additionally, the duration of prearrest CPB was significantly longer in the normal
neurological status group.
Another facet of the impact rewarming may have on cerebral insult and
subsequent neuropsychological functioning involves a mismatch between cerebral
metabolic rate and CBF (Enomoto et al., 1996). Enomoto and Colleagues (1996)
examined the relationship between rewarming and cerebral metabolic rate in rabbits
(Enomoto et al., 1996). These researchers found that cerebral venous hemoglobin
desaturation is related to an increase in cerebral metabolic rate for oxygen during
accelerated rewarming. It was concluded that the mismatch between metabolic demand
and CBF resulted in cerebral hemoglobin desaturation. As a result, during faster
rewarming, the demand for oxygen is greater then the blood flow rate suggesting that
lower flow rates may not be sufficient in supplying oxygen during the critical rewarming
phase.
A human study on the mismatch between CBF and oxygen consumption during
DHCA for cardiac procedures examined six pediatric patients undergoing cardiac surgery
(van der Linden et al., 1989). Using the alpha-stat method, these researcher found that
jugular bulb venous saturation was significantly decreased during cooling and rewarming
indicating a mismatch between CBF and oxygen consumption, again, suggesting that the
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supply (CBF) might be insufficient to meet the demand for oxygen (oxygen
consumption) during cooling and rewarming. Additionally, rate of rewarming correlated
with venous oxygen desaturation, with faster rewarming resulting in greater desaturation.
It was concluded that CBF/metabolic rate mismatch might be responsible for
postoperative cognitive deficits.
Croughwell, Newman and colleagues (1994) examined venous oxygen
desaturation in relation to cognitive dysfunction in 255 adult patients undergoing CABG
using CPB. These researchers set out to examine whether insufficient cerebral oxygen
supply during rewarming is associated with cognitive dysfunction at hospital discharge.
Insufficient cerebral oxygenation was defined as an increase in the arterial-venous
oxygen difference (C(a-v)02), with arterial and venous measures obtained from the radial
artery and jugular vein, respectively. Cognitive measures included the Randt memory
test, digit span and digit symbol subtests from the WAIS-R, Benton revised visual
retention test, and the trail-making test (Part B).
Results revealed that 38% of patients demonstrated cognitive impairments at
discharge and that performance for the total sample declined significantly relative to
preoperative performance. Furthermore, C(a-v)02 was inversely related to cognitive
functioning, with decreasing cognitive performance related to increasing C(a-v)02 during
and following rewarming. Only 22 % of patients with arterial-venous oxygen saturation
difference of less than 3 mL/dL demonstrated cognitive delays relative to 57% with
oxygen saturation differences of 6 mL/dL or more. Between 17% and 23% of patients
demonstrated venous desaturation during rewarming which was correlated with
postoperative cognitive performance. The relationship between venous oxygen
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desaturation and cognitive functioning appeared to be linear, suggesting that an
increasing demand for oxygen during the rewarming phase is unmatched with the supply.
It is further suggested that this mismatch may be the underlying mechanism in the
relationship between rewarming and ischemic injury leading to cognitive dysfunction
(Croughwell et ah, 1994).
The cerebral venous oxygen desaturation implies a mismatch between blood flow
and metabolic demand (Diephuis et al., 2002). Diephuis and colleagues (2002) proposed
that this could be due to either an increased metabolic demand for oxygen without a
simultaneous increase in CBF or pressure-flow impairment when mean arterial pressure
is low. To study the impact of rewarming speed on the pressure-flow relationship, these
researchers examined changes in blood pressure-flow index (PFI) for 50 adults
undergoing hypothermic CPB for CABG. Patients were randomly assigned to one of two
groups: slow rewarm (.24° C/min) and fast rewarm (.5° C/min), with rewarming rates 22
and 12 minutes, respectively. Alpha-stat strategy was utilized for pH management. Using
the PFI developed by these researchers, a value near one represents pressure independent
of CBF (or intact autoregulation) and values near zero indicating pressure dependent on
flow (or loss of autoregulation).
These researchers found a significant decrease in the PFI after rewarming
compared to before rewarming, suggesting greater pressure-flow dependency and loss of
autoregulation during rewarming. Results indicated that there was not a significant
difference in absolute PFI between fast and slow rewarming groups. While this finding
appears to contradict previous findings regarding rewarming, this group of researchers
did not examine the impact of rewarming on neuropsychological outcome. Furthermore,
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the rewarming findings were contradictory of what the researchers expected. It was
concluded that “the effect of rewarming rate and peak (brain) temperature (which are
distinct but interrelated variables) on cerebral blood flow is complex and deserves further
attention”(Diephuis et ah, 2002). While it is apparent that the speed of rewarming may
somehow adversely affect cognitive functioning in adults, this has not been fully
addressed in pediatric cardiac surgery populations.
While not frequently addressed in the cardiac literature as an important predictor
of neurocognitive dysfunction, there has been some attention directed at arterial pressure
during and throughout CPB. It has been reported that cerebral blood flow is dependant on
arterial blood pressure in infants who have experienced asphyxia (Volpe, 2001b). The
pressure-passive circulation is thought to be related to hypoxemia, hypercarbia, vascular
reactivity, and/or an immature autoregulatory system (Volpe, 2001b). Impaired vascular
autoregulation place these neonates at a significant risk for watershed infarctions
secondary to the vulnerability of these regions to decreases in blood pressure.
Previous research concerning arterial pressure in adult cardiac patients found that
hypotension (low pressure) was correlated with neurocognitive dysfunction in adult
populations undergoing cardiac surgery (Newman, Kramer et al., 1995). Specifically,
these researchers reported that the relationship between MAP less than 50 mmHg and
spatial and figural memory changed as a function of age, with elderly patient
demonstrating greater decline than adults under 60 years of age. Other studies have
suggested that intraoperative hypotension and cerebral hypoperfusion are related to
neurologic impairment (Newman, Croughwell et al., 1995). However, these studies are
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from the same institution and thus are most likely related. Other research supporting the
hypotension findings is lacking.
In summary, there is some evidence that a mismatch between metabolic demand
for oxygen and cerebral blood flow rate accounts for a proportion of cognitive outcome
(Enomoto et ah, 1996; van der Linden et ah, 1989). Other studies further confirm these
findings by revealing that venous oxygen desaturation, which is an indication of
insufficient supply for demand, was correlated with poor neuropsychological and
cognitive outcome (Croughwell et ah, 1994). Several other studies have examined the
role decreasing cytochrome oxidase plays in both DHCA (Abdul-Khaliq et ah, 2001) and
cognitive and neuropsychological outcome (du Plessis et ah, 1995; Nollert et ah, 1995).
What these studies suggest is that there is an impairment in the production of cytochrome
oxidase, an important enzyme for cellular activity that is dependent on the availability of
oxygen, following deep hypothermia. Furthermore, there is some indication that
decreases in this enzyme vary as a function of age with older infants demonstrating
greater decreases than younger infants (du Plessis et ah, 1995). Further evidence suggests
that not only does cytochrome oxidase vary with age, but hemoglobin oxygen saturation
also appears to demonstrate developmental differences. Kurth et ah (1995) found that the
half-life of oxygenated hemoglobin was greater for neonates (9 ± 1 minutes), than infants
(6 ± 1 minutes) and children (4 ± 1 minutes). These findings suggest that while DHCA
and rewarming might adversely impact neurodevelopment, neonatal brains might
demonstrate greater neuroprotection from the damaging affects of hypoxia secondary to
DHCA and rapid rewarming than older infants and possibly even children and adults.
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Postoperative Phase
Survival rates. There have been several reports on the general outcome and
survival rates of children following infant heart transplantation. The Stanford infant heart
transplant group reported that between 1980 and 1987, the survival rate at five years old
was 69%, which was similar to survival rates in adults (Starnes et ah, 1987). Between
1981 and 1986 at the University of Pittsburgh, the mortality rate was 37% within the first
year of life, with survival increasing significantly after the first year (Pricker et ah, 1987).
It was reported that poor selection criteria and donor graft dysfunction might have
contributed to the higher early mortality rates. Acute and chronic rejections were believed
to be responsible for late mortality rates (Pahl et ah, 1988). Other long-term
complications involve hypertension, renal dysfunction, and non-linear growth secondary
to immunosuppression (Pahl et ah, 1988).
Between 1986 and 1989, reports from Children’s Memorial Hospital, Chicago, IL
and Kosair Children’s Hospital, Lousiville, KY reported 20 infant orthotopic cardiac
transplants in 19 patients with HLHS, with early death occurring in 15% (3/19) and late
death occurring in another 21% (4/19). The remaining 12 patients were alive at a 5 to 47
month follow-up (Backer et ah, 1991).
According to the Loma Linda group, rejection and infection are the primary
postoperative issues in neonatal transplant (Johnston, 1991). Some reports suggest that
re-transplantation secondary to rejection is successfully attempted in approximately 12%
of pediatric patients (Starnes et ah, 1989). Further research by the Loma Linda
International Heart Institute reported that the number of rejection episodes increased
when a female recipient received a male donor heart (Kawauchi et ah, 1993). The
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implication being that with greater control over rejection rates, surgeons are now
increasing the odds of survival. Indeed, a 1993 report from Loma Linda indicated that
although 24% of the infants with HLHS on the waiting list died before receiving a donor
heart, survival rate of infants that received a heart was 81 %, which is significantly better
than the 63% to 67% survival rates reported in the early and mid eighties (Chiavarelli,
Gundry, Razzouk, & Bailey, 1993). In addition to sex mismatching, rejection episodes
appear to increase in the presence of cytomegalovirus and older age at transplant
(Chinnock, Baum, Larsen, & Bailey, 1993). For these reasons, and immature immune
status, neonates and infants less than one year of age make excellent candidates for
successful transplantation.
Neurologic Impairment. The reported outcomes related to neurological
impairment varies widely from hospital to hospital. While more than half of pediatric
cardiac patients with transposition of the great arteries are reported to have normal
neurological outcome in some studies (DeLeon et al., 1990; Veelken, Gravinghoff, Keck,
& Freitag, 1992; Wong et al., 1992), there is still some concern as to the impact
pulmonary bypass, cardiac arrest and subsequent hypoxia may have on neurological
outcome (Martin et al., 1992).
For quite some time, movement disorders have been an unfortunate and
unwelcome complication of deep hypothermic cardiac arrest (du Plessis, 2000).
Choreoathetosis is a neurologic dysfunction marked by involuntary motor movements
characteristic of spasmodic and delayed movement of the extremities and facial muscles.
Several research reports have suggested that choreoathetosis is related to perioperative
factors, specifically low temperatures as well as cooling rate. A report by DeLeon and
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colleagues (1990) described the occurrence of choreoathetosis following deep
hypothermia without cardiac arrest. In this study, including 758 pediatric patients, 8
developed choreoathetosis 3 to 7 days following cardiac surgery. These researchers
attributed the following surgical variables to development of this movement disorder:
rectal temperature < 25° C, esophageal temperature < 22°C, prolonged cooling time (> 1
hour), and high flow rate during cooling (> l^OOmL-min^-nT2). Additionally, five of the
eight patients who developed choreoathetosis had experienced at least one previous deep
hypothermic cardiac surgery (DeLeon et ah, 1990). However, it is important to keep in
mind that this study did not examine the occurrence of choreoathetosis after deep
hypothermic cardiac arrest.
Wong and colleagues (1992) later examined the rate of occurrence in the cardiac
arrest population. Between 1986 and 1990, 19 of 3,077 pediatric patients who received
cardiac surgery with CPB developed choreoathetosis. Eighteen of these (94%) also
received DHCA. The study examined differences between those that developed
choreoathetosis and those that did not along several different surgical parameters.
These researchers found that CPB and DHCA time, hematocrits, and arterial
blood gases were unrelated to development of the disease. What they did find, however,
was that the cooling time was significantly shorter in patients who developed the disease
when compared to age- and congenital heart disease-matched controls (Wong et ah.
1992). This finding contradicts DeLeon and colleagues finding that cooling times were
longer in those with the neurologic disease. In Wong et al’s (1992) study, the rate of
perfusion was not addressed and may be contributing to the difference in findings.
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Another study found that patients who developed postpump chorea were cooled to
lower temperatures, remained at those low temperatures for longer periods of time, and
received longer overall CPB time than age-and cardiac surgery-matched controls
(Medlock et ah, 1993). Additionally, this study also reported that chorea patients were
more likely to have received cardiac arrest rather than low-flow bypass for organ support.
Reports of other neurologic complications include stroke, seizures,
unresponsiveness and change in mental status (Martin et ah, 1992). Martin and
colleagues (1992) at Texas Children’s Hospital in Houston Texas reported that the rate of
neurologic impairment decreased from 91% from 1984 to 1987 to 36% from 1987 to
1990 as a result of reduction of cyclosporine preoperatively and greater hypertension
management postoperatively. Even more recent research suggests that the occurrence of
neurologic morbidity associated with HLHS may be on the decline as a result of prenatal
diagnosis (Mahle, Clancy, McGaum, Coin, & Clark, 2001). These researchers report that
although prenatal diagnosis did not influence mortality rates, it was associated with a
lower incidence of neurologic impairment.
For the majority of patients who demonstrate neurologic dysfunction, seizures can
commonly occur. Often, the clinical manifestations of seizures are reported in nearly 15%
of all infant heart transplants during the early postoperative period (du Plessis, 2000).
Others have identified postoperative seizures in 27% of infant heart transplant recipients
(Martin et ah, 1992). Seizure activity was identified and diagnosed by clinically
observable seizures, thus might be an underestimate of seizure activity in this population.
For a small percentage of these, however, the etiology is related to reversible causes such
as hypoglycemia and electrolyte disturbances (du Plessis, 2000). However, for the
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majority of these the etiology is not known. It is often believed that they are related to
perioperative hypoxic-ischemic/reperfusion injury (du Plessis, 2000).
In a randomized prospective study, a group of researchers at Harvard Medical
School Children’s Hospital in Boston found that seizures and abnormal EEG patterns
were significantly more likely following organ support with DHCA rather than low-flow
CPB (Newburger et al., 1993). Another group of researchers reported that nearly 10% of
their pediatric population experienced cerebrovascular disorders, 55% of which were
determined to be related to surgical procedures (Adair et al., 1992).
While neurologic morbidity has received a broad range of medical and research
attention the rate of neuropsychological and cognitive impairment has not been as widely
addressed. Even so, some attempts have been made to address the neurodevelopmental
sequelae of patients with CHD. Due to the paucity of donor hearts, transplants are not as
common as palliative surgeries. Thus, most research examines this latter population. As a
result, the current review will include these studies as a relevant comparison group and
also include a comprehensive-as-possible review of the pediatric heart transplant
literature.
General neurodevelopmental and intellectual outcome. Over the last twenty-five
years, pediatric corrective heart surgery has become a common procedure all around the
world from Canada to England, Australia and America. At the Hospital for Sick Children
in Toronto, Canada, researchers examined psychomotor development in infants and
children with congenital heart disease following cardiovascular surgery with profound
hypothermia (age 2 weeks to 25 months)(Haka-Ikse, Blackwood, & Steward, 1978).
Psychomotor functioning was measured with the Revised Yale Developmental Scale,
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which looks at motor skills, adaptive functioning, language, personal and social
development. In this sample of 17 patients, 70% were below the average range for
psychomotor functioning at the time of assessment (18 to 54 months of age). The results
indicated that the patients in the study attained significantly lower Developmental
Quotients than seven sibling controls. Additionally, performance also varied as a function
of the nature of the congenital defect, with transposition of the great arteries exhibiting
the lowest scores and ventricular septal defects demonstrating the best outcome group.
The study did not find any correlation between psychomotor functioning and duration of
cardiac arrest (Haka-Ikse et ah, 1978).
Thirty neonates (average age 2.8 days) and 3 infants (5.5 to 9.5 months of age)
received arterial switch for transposition of the great arteries between 1983 and 1988 at
the University of Louisville, KY. Of these, 18.2% (6/33) died: 3 perioperative, 2
postoperative and 1 late death (51 days). Of the survivors, 24 participated in
neurodevelopmental follow-up at 1 to 5 years of age. The Bayley Scales of Infant
Development assessed neurodevelopment for patients under 2 years of age and the
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale and Denver Developmental Screening Test for patients
2 to 5 years of age. Results revealed that 75% (18/24) were within the normal range on
neurodevelopmental outcome (standard score > 84), 12.5% (3/24) demonstrated scores
below the normal range (standard score 68 to 83) and the remaining 12.5% (3/24) had
scores well below the normal range (standard score < 68). Of the 24 patients followed.
six had head circumference below the fifth percentile. It is possible that poor gestational
growth, including head size, is related to chronic cardiac insufficiency. Four of the six
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with small head circumference performed below the normal range on neurodevelopment
outcome (standard score ranged from 29 to 83) (Mendoza, Wilkerson, & Reese, 1991).
In 1996, the Loma Linda International Heart Transplant Team examined
neurodevelopmental outcome in 38 infants with primarily HLHS who received DHCA
for cardiac transplantation prior to the age of 4 months (ranging from 1 to 118 days) (Eke
et ah, 1996). Age at follow-up assessment was between 12 and 30 months of age.
Neurodevelopmental outcome was assessed with the Bayley Scales of Infant
Development, which is composed of the Mental Index (MDI) and the Psychomotor Index
(PDI). Results revealed that mean postoperative PDI and MDI were 91 and 88,
respectively, suggesting cognitive and motor development within the normal limits.
Furthermore, these researchers were interested in determining whether or not cooling rate
and DHCA time were associated with neurodevelopmental outcome. Results revealed
that there was not a significant correlation between either core cooling rate or DHCA
time and outcome. It was concluded that variations in significant outcomes between study
groups reflect variations within DHCA procedures from study to study that are also
constant within one study. Furthermore, it was concluded that in order to accurately
identify DHCA correlations with outcome, each of its parts must be closely examined
(Eke et al., 1996).
A study published by Mahle et al. (2000) examined neurodevelopment in school
age and adolescent children following stage palliation for HLHS. Patients were eligible if
bom before January 1992 and neurodevelopmental assessment took place between June
1997 and April 1998. Follow-up age ranged from 6 to 13 years old (mean= 8.9 years).
Thirty-four children and adolescents received the following standardized testing battery:
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Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children, Third Edition (WISC-III), Woodcock-Johnson
Psychoeducational Battery-Revised (WJPB), Clinical Evaluation of Language
Fundamentals-Revised (CELF-R), the Developmental Test of Visual Motor Integration
(VMI), and the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist.
Medians scores for full scale and performance IQ’s on the WISC-III fell within
low average range (SS = 86 and 83, respectively), while the median score for verbal IQ
fell into the average range (SS = 90). Furthermore, achievement measures for math and
reading from the WJPB and visual motor performance also fell into the low average
range (SS = 87, 85 and 85.5, respectively). Performance on the CELF-R revealed that
language processing skills were significantly lower than the normal population, with
expressive language lower than receptive language (SS = 73 and 78, respectively).
Although scores appeared to deviate somewhat from the general population, only four
patients (14.2%) fulfilled requirements for specific learning disability (which was defined
as achievement 15 points lower than full scale IQ). Results suggests that while children
and adolescents who received staged palliation for HLHS were within the low average
range for both intellectual and academic achievement areas, language processing skills
were significantly lower than expected (Mahle et al., 2000).
In summary, reports on one-year survival rates following infant heart
transplantation range from 67% to 81%. Early postoperative mortality is often
attributable to infection or rejection. Neurologic complications postoperatively also range
from study to study with some reporting less than half of patients with neurologic
dysfunction and others reporting larger proportions with impairment. The most common
neurologic sequelae include seizures, choreoathetosis (postpump chorea), stroke,
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unresponsiveness, and changes in mental status. While less attention has focused on
neurodevelopment and cognitive outcome, the available research suggests that both
development and cognitive functioning are generally within the normal range, however,
there is a propensity for performances to be skewed somewhat toward the impaired range
of functioning.
Learning difficulties and disorders. Under the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA), eligibility for special education under one of the law’s thirteen
handicapping conditions is determined by a multidisciplinary team of professions known
as the individualized education program (IEP) team ("California Special Education
Programs," 1999). One of the thirteen IDEA conditions is the specific learning disabled
(SLD 090) condition in which a child is not able to perform at their maximum potential in
school. In other words, the child’s academic performance is not reflective of their
abilities. Although this team looks at many factors in determining eligibility for a specific
learning disability (SLD), in California the primary criterion that qualifies a child for a
specific learning disability is when achievement is 1.5 standard deviations below ability.
In other words, there is a 22-point discrepancy between ability and achievement. Beyond
this, the discrepancy is related to a deficit in one or more of seven basic psychological
processing areas.
When qualifying a child for services under the IDEA law, a child become eligible
for services when there is a 22-point discrepancy and a disorder in one or more of the
basic psychological processing areas. There are seven basic processing areas which
include visual processing, auditory processing, sensory-motor processing, attention,
association, expression, and conceptualization.
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Very little research has been published regarding academic and school
achievement of children with CHD. Even less research has focused on academic
achievement following pediatric or infant heart transplantation. One of the earliest reports
identified learning disabilities in 8% of 36 children who underwent repair for
transposition of the great arteries (Mahony, Turley, Ebert, & Heymann, 1982). All the
children in the study were less than 100 days old at the time of surgery. Follow-up ranged
from 1.5 to 5.6 years, with a median of 2.7 years, suggesting that the oldest a child could
be no older than 5 years 10 months old. Although learning disabilities can be identified at
this early age, it is not very common. As a result, it is possible that learning disabilities
might have be an underrepresented in this sample population.
Fifteen years later, a group of researchers were interested in educational
performance of children of average intelligence with CHD who underwent cardiac
surgery (Campbell et al., 1997). The study included 48 children ages 3 to 12 who were
divided into two groups: those with acyanotic, correctable cardiac defects (group 1, n =
25) and those with cyanotic palliative defects (group 2, n = 23). Intellectual and
academic performance was measured with the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children
(K-ABC) at one year post-op. Furthermore, the Developmental Test of Visual Motor
Integration (VMI) was examined to determine the role of visuomotor integration
difficulties was a risk factor for learning disorders in this sample at the same time. A
discrepancy scored was computed as the difference between the mental processing
component standard score derived from the ability measure and academic achievement
standard score. The discrepancy score was used to identifying a learning disability.
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Results indicated that between 38% and 44% of the sample population had a
significant discrepancy that was indicative of a learning disability, with no significant
difference between groups. VMI standard scores were greater than one standard deviation
from the mean for 23% of group 1 and 33% of group 2. When severity of abilityachievement discrepancy was coupled with VMI performance, 12% of group 1 and 29%
of group 2 met both criteria for inclusion as learning disabled with a basic processing
disorder in visual and sensory-motor processing. Furthermore, results indicated that
group 1 consistently showed higher mean standard scores than group 2 for all measures.
The study also reported that the number of prior surgeries and severity of diagnosis were
not correlated with intellectual outcome. Additionally, pre-op and post-op measures of
intellectual functioning did not change significantly for either group (Campbell et al.,
1997). However, surgical procedures employed were not described and the use of DHCA
was never discussed. Thus, the impact of cardiac arrest (or any other perioperative factor)
on intellectual functioning and the development of a learning disability can not be
inferred or examined in this study.
A more recent study found lower achievement in HLHS patients when compared
to other CHD groups as well as a correlation between achievement and cardiac arrest
time (Wemovsky et al., 2000). This group of researchers examined cognitive and
academic outcome following palliative treatment with the Fontan procedure. The study
included 127 children who underwent the procedure and also had completed both ability
and achievement measures. Of these, 7 (5.5%) were identified as learning disabled, which
was correlated with lower SES but no other variables (Wemovsky et al., 2000). Again,
this study like Mahony et al (1982) and Campbell et al (1997) did not include children
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who receive heart transplantation and also the perioperative variables examined were
limited to cardiac arrest and CPB times.
In summary, very little information is available concerning the incidence rates of
learning difficulties in this population. Current available data suggest that between 5%
and 44% experience some type of learning related difficulty. However, because
identification is dependent of geographical location, including state and federal funding
differences as well as incidence of mental retardation, it is exceedingly difficult to
interpret and generalize learning disorders within the infant heart transplant population.
Transplant Age as Moderator
There is some evidence that the rate of cerebral oxygen utilization during arrest
changes as a function of age and thus has varying effects on neurological and
neuropsychological functioning (Kurth et al., 1995). Newman, Croughwell, and
colleagues (1994) further suggest that age is a predictor of cognitive decline following
cardiac surgery in adult populations. These researchers set out to determine if cognitive
decline was related to CBF autoregulation during deep hypothermic CPB. Results
indicated that cognitive functioning was not related to age dependent changes in CBF
(Newman et al., 1994).
However, in a second report, Newman, Kramer, Croughwell, Sanderson, (1995)
found that rate of rewarming was negatively correlated with cognitive impairment
following adult cardiac surgery only when age was a mediating variable. In other words,
rewarming rate was related to cognitive impairment as a function of age, with greater
declines observed in older patients (Newman, Croughwell et al., 1995). The point at
which age becomes a significant moderator, however, remains to be determined. As
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discussed earlier, Kurth and colleagues (1995) found that the half-life of hemoglobin
oxygen saturation during DHCA varied as a function of age in pediatric patients and may
suggest developmental differences in cerebral oxygen demands. They found that the halflife of hemoglobin oxygen saturation during arrest was significantly longer for neonates
(9±1 minutes) than infants (6±1 minutes) and children (4±1 minutes), suggesting a
neuroprotective mechanism from ischemic injury may be present in neonates. How this
neuroprotection from oxygen desaturation translates into hypoxic injury that might be
incurred during rewarming in neonatal populations has not yet been examined.
Furthermore, if neonates, infants, and children demonstrate developmental differences in
the half-life of hemoglobin oxygen saturation, it is possible that age could play a
significant role in how rewarming rate impacts hypoxic-ischemic injury and subsequent
neuropsychological functioning in these populations as well.
Problem Statement
In summary, the development of surgical techniques and better control and
management of infection and rejection has lead to an increase in survival rates of heart
transplant recipients over the last twenty years. Additionally, reports indicate that growth
(ie. weight, height and head circumference) of transplanted children does not differ
significantly from the normal population (Au et al., 1992; Swan et al., 1993). As a result
of prolonged survival and physically healthy and active children, the attention now turns
to the quality of life and the cognitive development of these children. Intervention and
implementation of techniques to lessen the impact of heart transplantation on cognitive
development requires research focused on determining the underlying mechanisms
related to cognitive outcome. The goal of the present study is to explore the relationship
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between cooling rate, pH strategy, rewarming rate (arteriovenous oxygen difference,
venous desaturation and flow-rate) and cognitive development. Additionally, due to the
critical period of neuronal myclination and proliferation during the first few years of life,
the impact cerebral injury has on learning disorders will also be explored. Furthermore,
as a result of findings in other studies (Newman, Kramer et al., 1995), the current study
hopes to elucidate whether or not age is a moderator/mediator between rate of rewarming
and cognitive impairment.
Hypotheses
1)

In the current study, cooling rate is hypothesized to not correlate with cognitive
outcome. Cognitive areas examined include picture completion, information,
coding, geometric design, similarities, picture arrangement, mazes, arithmetic,
block design, vocabulary, object assembly, and comprehension subtests from the
WISC-III or WPPSI-R as appropriate for age of child.

2)

DHCA is hypothesized to not correlate with cognitive outcome directly, but is
hypothesized to impact specific cognitive abilities beyond the safe time period (40
minutes and beyond) when the predictor is adjusted by age at transplant. When
cases less than 40 minutes are removed and age is covaried, the relationship is
expected to strengthen between DHCA time and coding, geometric design, mazes.
and block design from the WISC-III or WPPSI-R. Because sensorimotor and
visuospatial skills are believed to be sensitive to hypoxic-ischemic insults, these
specific subtests on the WPPSI-R and WISC-III are hypothesized to have the
strongest association with prolonged (greater than 45 minutes) cardiac arrest.
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3)

Rewarming rate is hypothesized to negatively correlate with outcome, with slower
rewarming associated with better cognitive performance, with subtests assessing
sensorimotor and visuospatial functioning (coding, mazes, geometric design, and
block design) and expressive language (oral expression) demonstrating the
strongest correlation and impairment with faster rewarming. Rewarming rate is
calculated by subtracting normotheric temperature (37°C) from nasopharyngeal
temperature at the end of cardiac arrest and dividing by the length of time for
re warming (in minutes).

4)

C(a-v)02 is hypothesized to correlate with cognitive functioning, with larger
arteriovenous oxygen differences correlated with greater impairments in cognitive
outcome, with coding, mazes, block design, geometric design, and expressive
language subtests from the WISC-III or WPPSI-R having the strongest
associations.

5)

It is hypothesized that patients with venous desaturation (<50%) during
rewarming will have greater deficits in cognitive performance than patients
without desaturation (>50%). Cognitive areas examined include picture
completion, information, coding, geometric design, similarities, picture
arrangement, mazes, arithmetic, block design, vocabulary, object assembly, and
comprehension subtests from the WISC-III or WPPSI-R.

6)

Perfusion flow rate and MAP are hypothesized to positively correlate with
cognitive outcome, with slower flow rates and MAP (relative to temperature)
during rewarming associated with greater cognitive impairment. Furthermore,
sensorimotor performance on tests such as coding, mazes, geometric design, and
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block design from the WISC-III or WPPSI-R are hypothesized to have the
strongest associations.
7)

Age will be explored as a moderator between outcome and rewarming rate to
examine the potential for developmental differences.

8)

It is hypothesized that a combined model including each of the significant
predictor variables will account for a significant proportion of the variance in
cognitive outcome.

9)

It is hypothesized that perioperative variables will also be associated with and
predictive of both the magnitude of the ability-achievement discrepancy as well as
learning disorders defined as a 22- point discrepancy between ability (measured
with the WISC-III or WPPSI-R) and achievement (measured with the WIAT). It
is believed predictor variables theorized to result in greater hypoxic injury would
yield the strongest associations. Furthermore, because a larger discrepancy is
hypothesized to associate with cortical injury, the direction of each relationship
will be determined by the respective predictor variable. Positive correlations are
expected when the degree to which higher values for predictors are related to
hypoxic insults and negative correlations are expected when the degree to which
lower values are associated with hypoxic injury.

Methods
Participants
The data was analyzed retrospectively. Fifty-eight children were infant heart
transplant recipients between 1985 and 1990 and were included in a multisite study
database through Loma Linda University. Because the database is a multisite research
database, only children who were transplanted at Loma Linda University Medical Center
were included in the study. Eleven were transplanted outside of Loma Linda University
Medical Center. Furthermore, three children who underwent more than one heart
transplant procedure were excluded from the study. As a result, the remaining 44 children
(age range = 5 to 9 years; mean = 6.23, standard deviation = 1.16; 27 males and 18
females) who were transplanted at Loma Linda University Medical Center were included
in the analyses. The age at transplant ranged from 1 to 307 days (median = 29 days) and
pre-existing cardiac condition was FILHS for 31 (70%), cardiomyopathy for 1 (2%), and
other cardiac anomalies for 12 (27%). Between 1995 and 1996, patients participated in
neuropsychological, cognitive and achievement assessment as part of a follow-up care
following transplantation.
Procedures
Surgical procedures. Anesthesia was initiated by oral administration of atropine
sulfate, 20 pg/kg, and maintained with intravenous administration of fentanyl, 40 pg/kg,
and pancuronium bromide, 0.2 mg/kg. Following this respiration was maintained by
endotracheal intubation and mechanical ventilation. Flypoventilation was maintained with
partial carbon dioxide tension > 45 mm Hg secondary to perfusion being ductal
dependent. Mean arterial pressure (MAP), pH, blood gases and hematocrit were
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monitored with arterial and venous lines. Ice packs around the head were used prior to
and during core cooling. Simultaneously, infants received 400 lU/kg of heparin sodium.
Normosol R, 700 mL, 25% albumin, 100 mL, and 25 mEq of NaHCCb were used to
prime the bypass machine. Mannitol or red cells were not used in priming.
Prior to initiation of bypass and at the start of the rewarming period, 25 mg/kg
Methylprednisolone somdium succinate was administered. Both a membrane oxygenator
(model 308; Terumo, Tokyo, Japan) and a nonpulsatile pump (blood circulation at a rate
of 25 mL-kg'^min'1 to 150 mL-kg^-min'1) were utilized within the bypass circuit. The
alpha-stat strategy was used for pH management. Arterial cannulation was achieved
through the patent ductus arteriosus, while the right atrium was used for the venous line.
After initiation of bypass, infants were core cooled to a rectal temperature of 18° ± 2.5°C,
with pump temperature never below 15°C. Transplantation took place during DHCA,
which was achieved after blood was drained and circulation ceased. Ionized calcium
levels were 0.4 ±0.1 mmol/L and hematocrits were 5% ± 5% during cooling and at
initiation of rewarming.
The heart and great vessels were deaired following transplant and prior to
resuming circulation. Ice packs were removed from around the head and 25 mg/kg
Methylprednisolone somdium succinate was administered in the initial phase of
rewarming, which was started at low flow (25 mL-kg^-min'1) and low arterial pressure
(10 to 20 mm Hg), and increasing over a 10 minute period. Over the next 30 minutes,
fresh frozen plasma and packed red blood cells were gradually added to the bypass circuit
in order to increase hematocrit levels to 25%. Calcium gluconate was administered after
30 minutes of rewarming. There was no more than 10°C difference between rectal and
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arterial inflowing temperatures. Reperfusion and rewarming were maintained for
approximately one hour after which time decannulation and weaning commensed. The
chest was closed following protamine sulfate administration.
All medical variables were analyzed retrospectively and were obtained via the
LLUMC Heart Institute’s database and the patients’ anesthesiology and bypass records.
Nasopharyngeal temperature at the onset of both DHCA and re warming, cooling and
rewarming time in minutes, mean arterial pressure (MAP), bypass flow rates, DHCA
time, and arterial and venous oxygen saturation, end tidal carbon dioxide, fraction
inspired oxygen values were obtained from anesthesiology and bypass records. Cooling
rate was defined as change in temperature from the onset of bypass to the beginning of
DHCA divided by length of time for cooling in minutes. Rewarming rate was defined as
change in temperature from start of rewarming, following DHCA, to normothermic
temperature divided by length of time for rewarming in minutes.
Assessment outcome procedures. Follow-up assessment took place at Loma Linda
University Kids F.A.R.E. laboratory or at a hospital near the child’s home between
August 1995 and December 1996. At their appointment, heart transplant recipients and
parents were provided written informed consent and description of assessment
procedures. Parents signed an informed consent prior to assessment. Children were tested
in one to two hour time blocks with the number of time blocks and appointments varying
from child to child. Assessment was conducted in a quiet, well-lit and undisturbed testing
room. Parents were given the option of observing in the room or waiting in an adjacent
waiting room. Following completion of assessment, test batteries were scored and
interpreted. If requested individualized reports were generated for each child based on
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his/her performance and mailed to the parent’s residence. All cognitive and achievement
assessment data was analyzed retrospectively and obtained from the Kids F.A.R.E.
laboratory database.
Instruments
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children: Third Edition. The WISC-III was
published in 1992 as an individually administered measure of cognitive functioning in
children (Wechsler, 1992a). It was originally adapted from the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale in 1949 (Sattler, 1992). The test was normed on 2200 North American
children ages 6-0 to 16-11, with 200 children stratified into one of eleven age groups.
Each age group contained an equal split of males and females. Proportions of children
from different ethnic groups were based on the 1988 U.S. population census.
Three separate IQ scores are derived: Verbal IQ, Performance IQ, and Full Scale
IQ. The test contains 13 subtests (10 in the standard battery). Six of the subtests load on
the Verbal IQ subscale: Information, Similarities, Arithmetic, Vocabulary,
Comprehension, and Digit Span. The remaining seven subtests load on the Performance
IQ subscale: Picture Completion, Coding, Picture Arrangement, Block Design, Object
Assembly, Symbol Search, and Mazes. Raw scores from each subtest are converted to
scaled scores based on age-matched normative data. The Full Scale IQ sums the scaled
scores of all 13 subtests (10 subtests in the standard battery) and compares them with age
matched peers in the normative sample. Mean standard score for each subscale is 100,
with a standard deviation of 15. Test reliability of the WISC-III indicates good internal
consistency. Test validity indicates good criterion validity with other measures of
cognitive and intellectual functioning in children.
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Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence. The Wechsler Preschool
and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI-R) is a measure of cognitive and intellectual
functioning in children ages 3 to 7 years 3 months (Wechsler, 1989). The WPPSI-R is a
modified version of the original WPPSI scale that was developed in 1967. The WPPSI-R
was normed on a sample of 2100 children in the United States, with 200 children (100
boys and 100 girls) represented in each of eight age groups. Children within each age
group were proportional to the US Census Bureau report based on race/ethnicity, parent
education and geographic location.
This assessment tool, similar to the WISC-III, derives three intellectual
functioning (IQ) scores: Verbal IQ, Performance IQ, and a Full-Scale IQ. Both the Verbal
and Performance IQ scales include subtests similar to the WISC-III scale. The Verbal IQ
scale includes information, similarities, arithmetic, vocabulary and comprehension
subtests. The Performance IQ scale includes the following subtests: Object Assembly,
Picture Completion, Mazes, and Block Design. Similar to the WISC-III, raw scores from
each subtest are individually converted to scaled scores based on age-matched normative
data. Scaled scores have a mean of 10 and a standard deviation of 3. IQ standard scores
are calculated based on the performances across subtests included in the scale. Standard
scores have a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15.
Test reliability of the WPPSI-R indicates good internal consistency and stability
of test scores across testing session. Test-retest reliability for each subtest ranges from .53
to .81. Test-retest for each IQ standard score ranges from .87 to .91. Test validity
indicates good criterion validity with other measures of cognitive and intellectual
functioning in children.
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Wechsler Individual Achievement Test. The Wechsler Individual Achievement
Test (WIAT) was developed in 1992 as a measure of academic achievement in the areas
of oral expression, listening comprehension, reading, spelling, arithmetic, and writing
(Wechsler, 1992b). The test was standardized on 4,252 children and adolescents ages 5 to
19 years, with individuals stratified into age groups for age-matched comparisons. The
test consists of eight subtests factored into four composite scores: Reading, Mathematics,
Language, and Writing. Raw scores from each of the subtests are converted to scaled
scores based on age-matched normative data. Scaled scores for each composite are then
summed and standard scores are derived from these summations. Standard scores have a
mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15. The Reading composite score is composed of
the Basic Reading and Reading Comprehension subtests. The Mathematics composite
score is composed of the Mathematics Reasoning and Numerical Operations subtests.
The Language composite score is the sum of the scaled scores for the Listening
Comprehension and Oral Expression subtests and the Writing composite scores combines
the Spelling and Written Expression subtests. Test reliability and validity meet standard
acceptability levels.

Results
Data Screening and Patient Characteristics
Characteristics of the children who participated in the study are listed in Table 1.
Of the 58 children assessed at Loma Linda University Medical Center, 44 had only one
transplant. Due to the nature of the variables examined, infants who underwent more than
one deep hypothermic cardiac arrest event were excluded. Thus, the 14 children who
were excluded from all analyses underwent at least two separate transplantation
procedures. The reasons and conditions of second and third transplantation ranged from
serious infection to acute rejection of the donor heart. Of the 44 included in the analysis,
three demonstrated observable seizure activity (7%) within the first year following
transplant. It is unclear, however, how many others might have demonstrated abnormal
EEC patterns related to seizure activity but was undetectable to the clinical eye.
Regardless, upon statistical analysis it was determined that these three were not
significantly different from the rest of the sample in terms of cognitive development and
were included in all analyses when appropriate.
The data were first examined for missing data, univariate outliers, and normality.
Pre-analysis screening serves to validate the findings by discerning the representative
nature of the data, dealing with incomplete and outlier data, and assessing fit between
data and statistical computations (Meriter & Vannatta, 2002).
With regard to missing data, one patient was missing both the anesthesiology and
CPB data sheets, one was missing only the CPB data record sheet, and another patient
was missing the second page of the data record sheet from the medical records. Other
missing data was randomly dispersed among all 44 patients and included the following:
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seven did not have MAP values on bypass record, one was missing flow rate, three did
not have temperature at beginning and end of cardiac arrest recorded on the bypass data
sheet, and achievement data was not collected for seven, resulting in seven missing
ability-achievement discrepancies. Because missing data appeared to be randomly
distributed, the cases were deleted from analysis when these variables were utilized.
Thus, missing variables were excluded in a pair-wise fashion.
To assess normality, distribution and continuity were examined for each variable
and compared with the assumptions of normality. Examination of histograms revealed
that cooling rate, MAP, rewarming rate, VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ, WIAT Total Composite, and
ability-achievement discrepancies reflected normal distributions, with scores falling
evenly dispersed around the means and demonstrating no significant discontinuity or
outliers among the data. As for transplant age, cooling rate, maximum flow rate (LPM),
arterial O2 saturation, cardiac arrest time, and age at testing, each of these variables
appeared to not be from normal distributions. Transplant age appeared to have a positive
skew with a higher number of patients transplanted within the first 50 days of life and
five others falling at older discontinuous ages of transplant. Age at testing demonstrated a
similar positive skew with the majority of children falling at five or six years of age, but
there was not a discontinuity of ages as was seen in age at transplant.
Maximum bypass flow rate demonstrated a slight positive skew with two data
points falling around 2 and 2.8 standard deviations from the mean. On the other hand,
minimum O2 saturation had a slight negative skew with five data points falling below
60% oxygen saturation. DHCA times demonstrated a negative skew with the majority of
times falling into the 45 to 65 minute range with only six infants receiving less than 40
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Table 1
Characteristics of Participants in the Study
No

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28

29
30

31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43
44

Primary TxAge FAge Cool
Diagn
Rate
(°/min)
HLHS
75
6
1.41
Other
27
7
1.58
HLHS
5
9
2.60
HLHS 34
5
1.23
HLHS 20
5
.35
Other
169
6
1.19
HLHS
11
8
NA
Other
40
5
1.68
HLHS
15
6
1.95
HLHS 29
6
1.67
HLHS
10
6
1.38
HLHS
79
9
1.63
Other
30
5
1.45
HLHS 20
7
1.29
Other
9
6
NA
Other
300
5
.60
HLHS
178
6
.72
HLHS
1
8
.92
HLHS 26
7
1.38
HLHS 48
5
1.32
HLHS
8
8
1.58
HLHS
8
7
1.31
HLHS
19
7
1.75
HLHS 20
6
1.31
Other
200
7
.96
HLHS 32
5
1.61
HLHS 97
7
1.20
HLHS 21
5
1.43
HLHS
75
8
1.51
Other
58
5
1.27
CM
5
307
.50
HLHS
12
6
1.03
HLHS 49
5
.91
HLHS
17
7
1.47
HLHS 43
5
1.09
Other
29
7
NA
HLHS
5
5
1.03
HLHS 45
7
NA
HLHS 60
5
1.49
HLHS 9
5
1.05
Other
51
6
NA
Other
4
6
.46
HLHS 40
6
NA
Other
25
7
1.15

DHCA

MAP

30

Flow Min
Rate 02
Sat
78
95
75
100
50
94
115
55
50
45
50
100
96
75
88
100
93
125
71
75
88
107
93
140
93
50
93
25
93

NA

54

46
52

20
28

.32
.48

47

30

64
57
63
60
64
57

52
57

39
NA
45
50
45
55
67
NA
60
53

25
114
125
25
100
100
75
61

47

40

55

NA
50
49

52
46
64
64
53
24

49
43

52
66
45
61
62
59
0
37

44
47

30

54
65
54
46
50
56
60

56
50
55
42
47

NA
NA
NA
40
40
43

50
NA
45

40

50
35
NA
NA
40

47

45

57
52
31
51

48

20

45
42

NA
50

88

85
50
97
88

Warm
Rate
°/min
.26
.24

.39
.24
.28

.41
NA
.29
.39
.40
.30

.26
.34
.30

.13
.22
.33

89
95
92

.33
.38

73
83

.39
.35

80

93

75
93
25
50
25
158
108
90
50
NA
50
NA
75
92
NA
15
NA
50

72

.38
.24

95
97
92
99
89
56
94
93
NA
45

.29

.14
.20

.12
.25
.30
.37
.30

.25
NA
.34

70

NA

91
95

.38
.22

82

NA
.26
NA

93
91
92

.28

VIQ PIQ FSIQ

WIAT IQ/WIAT
Total Discrepancy

53
55
46

69
70
46

57
59
40

47

47

42

81
78
105
94
58
81
74
87
93
99
107
65
66
107
67
85
111
121
110
98
75
54
82
50
97
64
68
80
53
88
77
84
82
89
73
81
81
91
119
81

65
71
102
105
66
77
89
93
97
84
95
70
77
123
72
80
100
113
107
110
90
63
68
57
90
68
71
67
50
103
76
91
56
104
74
79
87
63
111
78

70
71
104
99
58
77
79
88
94
92
101
65
69
116
68
81
106
119
109
104
81
55
73
49
93
63
67
70
47
94
74
86
66
95
71
78
82
75
118
77

75
63
NA
NA
92
76
99
95
104
NA
94
99
100
95
NA
91
83

96
NA
95
101
126
108
NA
80

NA
99
NA
92
75
NA
86
NA
86
NA
89
78
88
77

.00

5.00
-3.00

NA
-5.00
7.00

16.00
13.00
-11.00
-5.00
12.00
10.00
5.00
12.00
28.00

-21.00
-6.00
36.00
-1.00
-2.00

11.00
21.00
19.00
24.00

15.00
NA
5.00
NA
22.00
-7.00

NA
-1.00
NA
27.00

NA
6.00

89
90

7.00
27.00
-3.00
-2.00
-2.00

88

14.00

128
100

-1.00

3.00

HLHS = hypoplastic left heart syndrome; CM = cardiomyopathy; TxAge = transplant age in
days; Page = follow-up testing age in years; DHCA = deep hypothermic cardiac arrest time in
minutes; MAP = average MAP throughout procedure; Flow Rate = minimum cc/kg/min; Min 02
Sat = minimum oxygen saturation; VIQ = verbal intelligence quotient; PIQ = performance
intelligence quotient; FSIQ = full scale IQ; WIAT Total = wechsler individual achievement test
total composite standard score; IQ/WIAT discrepancy = minimum achievement standard score
subtracted from maximum ability score; NA = not available
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minutes of cardiac arrest. This distribution, like age at transplant, is discontinuous and
may contain one potential outlier. As a result, median values were used to represent the
central tendency in descriptive data and nonparametric alternatives were used for
statistical analyses when the outlier was included.
Univariate outliers were also assessed for each of the variables. Outliers were
defined as any value greater than three standard deviations from the mean. Age at time of
transplant contained two outliers that were discontinuous with the rest of the data set. As
a result, median rather than mean values will be utilized and alternative nonparametric
tests were used as appropriate. When age at time of transplant was used as a covariate,
these outliers were removed from the analyses. Age at time of testing, due to the
restricted range, did not reveal any outliers. Cooling rate demonstrated one data point (2.6
°C/min) that was slightly greater than three standard deviations from the mean. Because
this data point is continuous with the other cooling rates and does not appear to be a
unique outlier, results were provided including and excluding this case. There was a
potential bivariate outlier associated with cooling rate and several outcome measures. As
a result, nonparametric alternatives were used as appropriate for some statistical
computations involving these variables.
Furthermore, the two data points that were slightly discontinuous with the rest of
the sample for maximum flow rate (LPM) were retained, as were the five points for
minimum oxygen saturation because they did not fall outside of three standard deviations
from the group mean. Maximum temperature at minimum oxygen saturation did have one
outlier greater than three standard deviations from the mean. However, this data point
was continuous with other data points and thus was not excluded when parametric
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computations were analyzed for this variable. As for DHCA time, there was one data
point that fell more than three standard deviations from the mean and was discontinuous
with the sample. Analysis on the impact this one case had on the outcome variables
revealed that outcome was not disproportionately different when the case was removed.
As a result, this univariate outlier remained in the data set and a median instead of a mean
value was used for descriptive purposes and alternative nonparametric measures were
used for analyses when appropriate. The remaining variables did not contain any outliers.
Each of the predictor and outcome correlations was systematically examined for
violation of homoscedasticity of variance and linearity. Most scatterplots revealed
uniform variance and linearity along the regression lines for all relationships. There were
slight violations of homoscedasticity for variables involving cardiac arrest time and
cooling rate. As a result, nonparametric tests were selected for statistical analyses when
outliers were involved.
Perioperative variables were either dichotomous or at an interval level of
measurement and were assessed with correlational statistical analysis. Furthermore, all
measures of outcome were also at an interval level of measurement and are also eligible
for correlational statistical analysis. Alternative nonparametric statistical computations
were used when there were severe violations of parametric assumptions (i.e. outliers or
violations of normality and homoscedasticity). For some computations, univariate or
bivariate outliers were excluded. In such cases, the sample size represents these
exclusions. Significant independent and moderator variables were identified through
correlational statistical analyses. The alpha level was set at the .05 for two-tailed test to
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determine statistical significance. This meant that there is a 5% chance that the
significance reported in this study might have occurred from random sampling error.
As for the predictor variables, age at transplant ranged from 1 to 307 days
(median = 29), age at follow-up testing ranged from 5 to 9 years of age (mean = 6.23,
standard deviation = 1.16), cooling rate range from .35 to 2.6 °C/min (median = 1.3,
mean = 1.28, standard deviation = .4313), DHCA ranged from 0 to 66 minutes (median =
52.5), average MAP ranged from 30 to 67 mmHg (mean = 46.29, standard deviation =
7.78), maximum flow rate ranged from .38 to 1.1 LPM (mean = .64, standard deviation =
.17), minimum O2 saturation ranged from 45 to 100 (mean =85.1, standard deviation =
14.86) and rewarming ranged from .12 to .48 °C/min (mean = .2992, standard deviation =
.008).
For outcome variables, full scale IQ ranged from 40 to 119 (mean = 79.14,
standard deviation = 20.20), verbal IQ ranged from 46 to 121 (mean = 80.84, standard
deviation = 19.48), performance IQ ranged from 46 to 123 (mean = 81.23, standard
deviation = 19.02), and WIAT total composite ranged from 63 to 128 (mean = 92.03,
standard deviation = 13.35). The core ability and achievement outcome variables along
with subtests’ scaled scores can be found in Table 2.
To determine that primary diagnosis did not differ between those with HLHS,
cardiomyopthies, and other CHD, analysis of variance was compared between groups.
Results suggested that the three groups did not differ in terms of full scale IQ (F = .178, p
= .838, partial r\ = .009), verbal IQ (F = .219, p = .804, partial r\ = .011), or performance
IQ (F = .151, p = .861, partial p = .007). Intelligence test was selected based on the
participant’s age. The WPPSI-R was administered to 24 children ages 5-6 years and the
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Table 2
Descriptive Data for Cognitive and Academic Outcome

Ability

N*

Mean

SD

Achievement

N

Mean

SD

FSIQ

44

79.14

20.20

Total Composite

33

92.03

13.35

Performance IQ

44

81.23

19.02

Writing

4 93.50

6.45

Picture
Completion
Coding

20

8.25

3.34

Spelling

20

9.15

4.44

Written
Expression

24

5.21

2.80

37

90.05

13.24

4

92.50

11.56

Geometric
Design
Picture
Arrangement
Mazes
Block Design

20

8.25

3.34

Mathematics

37

86.14

13.36

25
44

5.08
5.54

3.19
3.76

Math Reasoning
Numerical
Operations

37 89.89
37 85.27

11.40
13.42

Object Assembly

44

6.73

3.85

Language
Listening Comp
Oral Expression

37 96.05
37 91.97
37 99.92

18.64
13.57
11.56

Reading
Basic Reading
Reading Comp

25 95.96
37 95.57
25 90.40

14.31
14.59
14.41

Discrepancy

38

12.42

Verbal IQ

44

80.84

19.48

Information
Similarities
Arithmetic
Vocabulary
Comprehension

44
44
44
44
44

7.27

3.76
3.93
3.19
3.78
4.06

6.34
5.93
7.02

7.16

7.30

* Sample size for some subtests reflected WPPSI-R or WISC-III specific subtests. Sample
size of 24 reflects subtests from the WPPSI-R. Sample size of 20 represents subtests from
the WISC-III.

WISC-III was administered to 20 children ages 7-9 years. Univariate analysis of
variance was conducted to determine whether outcome scores differed according to the
intelligence test given. There were significant differences between the WPPSI-R and the
WISC-III on measures of full-scale (Fi542 = 10.993, p = .002, partial r\ = .207), verbal (Fi,
42 = 8.506, p = .006, partial r\ = .168), and perceptual-organizational performance (Fij42 =
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11.573, p = .001, partial r\ = .216). This relationship can be found in Figure 1.
Even when variance attributed to age was controlled, full-scale (Fi, 4i = 4.265, p =
.045, partial p = .094), verbal (Fi)4i = 3.323, p = .076, partial p = .075), and perceptualorganizational performance (Fij4i = 4.110, p = .049, parital p = .091) effect sizes were
smaller but still statistically significant. However, ability-achievement discrepancies
mediated the relationship between test administered and performance. When magnitude
of the ability-achievement discrepancy was taken into account (i.e. partialled), the
differences between the WPPSI-R and the WISC-III were not significant for full-scale
(Fi, 35 = .128, p = .723, partial p = .004), verbal (Fi;35 = .314, p = .579, partial p = .009),
and perceptual-organizational performance (Fij35 = .027, p = .871, partial p = .001). This
relationship can be found in Figure 2.
The ability-achievement discrepancy accounted for 42% of the variance in full
scale IQ (F 135 = 25.023, p = .000, partial p = .424), 35% of the variance in verbal IQ (F
i,35 _ 18.466, p - .000, partial p = .352), and 43% of the variance in performance IQ (F
1,35 _ 25.472, p - .000, parital p = .428). The mediating effect of ability-achievement
discrepancies will be discussed further in hypothesis 9.
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Hypothesis 1: Cooling Rate
Although previous research remains inconclusive, cooling rate was hypothesized
to not correlate with cognitive outcome in the current study. Cooling rate was measured
as degrees Celsius per minute and was computed by subtracting temperature at beginning
of cardiac arrest from normothermic temperature (37°C) and divided by cooling time in
minutes. Cognitive areas examined include picture completion, information, coding,
geometric design, similarities, picture arrangement, mazes, arithmetic, block design,
vocabulary, object assembly, and comprehension subtests from the WISC-III or WPPSIR. Cooling rate had one univariate outlier that, although continuous with the data, posed a
threat to the validity of parametric analyses. Scatterplots for several outcome measures
revealed a potential bivariate outlier as well. When the continuous univariate outlier was
included, results revealed that cooling rate was not significantly correlated with full scale
IQ (r (38) = -.009, p = .959), verbal IQ (r (38) = -.082, p = .625), and performance IQ (r
(38) = .079, p .635).
Examination of the scatterplots revealed that the bivariate outlier might be
violating the assumption of homoscedasticity (see Figure 3). As a result, Spearman’s Rho
was also analyzed. When the outlier case was excluded and nonparametric alternatives
were used to limit the effect of the potential bivariate outlier, cooling rate was positively
correlated and accounted for 16% of the variance in block design (r (37) = .398, p = .015,
r = .158). While cooling rate accounted for nearly 9% of the variance in object assembly
(r (37) = .292, p = .079, r2 = .085), and 10% of the variance in Performance IQ (r (37) =
.310, p = .062, r = .096), these were not statistically significant. Results of Spearman’s
correlation coefficients can be found in Table 3. Figure 3 is a scatterplot of the
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Table 3
Correlation Matrix: Cardiac Arrest, Cooling, Rewarming and Cognitive Outcome

Cognitive Test
Full Scale IQ
Performance IQ
Picture Completion
Coding
Geometric Design
Picture Arrangement
Mazes
Block Design
Object Assembly
Verbal IQ
Information
Comprehension
Arithmetic
Vocabulary
Similarities

Cooling Rate

DHCA

rs (p)

rs (p)

.231 (.176)
.317(.060)
.273(.107)
.212(.468)
.064(.776)
.062(.832)
.127(.573)
.401(.015)*
.290(.086)
.147(.394)
.145(.399)
.080(.642)
.016(.924)
.040(.816)

-.027(.860)
-.035(.822)
100(.518)
.058(.809)
-.216(.310)
182(.442)
-.411(.041)*
-.092(.555)
.039(.801)
002(.992)
-.064(.679)
-.072(.643)
.019(.901)
-.088(.658)
-.016(.916)

.141(.413)

Rewarming Rate
r(P)
-.024(.885)
-.031(.852)
-.030(.858)
.173(.521)
.007(.975)
-.114(.674)
.248(.265)
-.117(.486)
-.121 (.469)
-.007(.966)
-.049(.768)
.035(.837)
-.088(.559)
.129(.441)
-.046(.782)

* Significant at the < .05 level

relationship between cooling rate and block design. Cooling rate was not significantly
associated with full scale (r (37) = .210, p = .213), verbal IQ (r (37) = .126, p = .457) or
any remaining subtests. Figure 4 is a scatterplot demonstrating the relationship between
overall perceptual organization abilities (performance IQ) and cooling rates. These results
suggest that faster cooling rates are associated with better perceptual organizational and
sensorimotor functioning.
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Hypothesis 2: DHCA
DHCA was hypothesized to not correlate with cognitive outcome directly, but
was hypothesized to impact specific cognitive abilities beyond the safe time period (40 to
45 minutes and beyond) when the predictor is adjusted by age at transplant. To control
for variance in estimated gestational age, age at transplant was defined as estimated
gestational age in days plus transplant age (also in days).
Based on previous research by Kurth and collegues (1995) it was hypothesized
that the half-life of cerebral hemoglobin oxygenation during DHCA may reflect
developmental differences between neonates, infants and children. As such, adjusting by
age serves two main purposes. First, because of the clinical nature of the data it was not
possible to randomly assign some children to longer and some to shorter DHCA times.
As a result, removing variance in outcome accounted for by age increases the sensitivity
of the statistical test to examine variance accounted for by DHCA time.
Secondly, if age does account for a significant proportion of variance in outcome,
then it confirms Kurth and collegues (1995) findings regarding developmental
differences. When cases less than 40 minutes are removed and age is covaried, the
relationship is expected to strengthen between DHCA time and coding, geometric design,
mazes, block design and subsequently performance IQ from the WISC-III or WPPSI-R.
Because sensorimotor and visuospatial skills are believed to be sensitive to hypoxicischemic insults, these specific subtests on the WPPSI-R and WISC-III were
hypothesized to have the strongest association with prolonged (greater than 45 minutes)
cardiac arrest.
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Results revealed that DHCA time was significantly correlated with performance
on mazes (rs (25) = -.441, p = .041), in that as DHCA time increased, performance on
mazes decreased. DHCA time was not significantly correlated with any other cognitive
outcome measure, including coding (rs (20) = .058, p = .809), geometric design (rs (25) =
-.216, p = .310), block design (rs (44) = -.092, p = .555) subtests and full scale (rs (44) = .027, p = .860), verbal (rs (44) = .002, p = .992), or performance IQ’s (rs (44) = -.035, p =
.822). Correlation coefficients for specific cognitive subtests can be found in Table 3.
Furthermore, DHCA time was not moderated by age at transplant. When the interaction
between age and DHCA time (greater than 40 minutes) was examined, there was not a
significant association with performance IQ (R2A = .048, p = .723).
Analysis of scatterplots revealed strengths in the relationship between DHCA
time and outcome for patients that underwent greater than 40 minutes of cardiac arrest.
DHCA time had one outlier (0 minutes). However, this one outlier was excluded
naturally as this hypothesis is looking only at cases greater than 40 minutes. Age at
transplant had two outliers (300 and 307 days) that were also excluded naturally from the
analysis when DHCA times less than 40 minutes were taken out (37 and 30 minutes). As
such, when the two outliers were excluded from analyses, age at transplant met the
assumptions of normality and it was possible to use this variable as a continuous
covariate when examining DHCA over the safe limit.
Results from the hierarchical regression can be found in Table 4. When only
patients with DHCA times greater than 40 minutes (n = 38) were included and age at time
of transplant was covaried, DHCA did not have a significant effect on overall
performance IQ ((3 (37) = -.201, p = .241, C.I. = -1.606 to .418) or coding (P (17) = .127,
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Table 4
Hierarchical Regression: DHCA Moderated by Age
Performance IQ

Stan P

T

R

R2

AdjR

R2 A

FA

pA

.061

.004

-.024

.004

.134

.716

.206

.043

-.012

.039

1.421

.241

.194

.038

-.016

.038

.706

.412

.502

.252

.164

.214

4.863

.041

.110

.012

-.043

.012

.222

.643

.455

.207

.114

.195

4.179

.057

.081

.007

-.021

.007

.236

.630

.319

.102

.051

.095

3.721

.062

P

Block 1
TxAge

-.061

-.366

.716

Block 2
DHCA

-.201

1.192

.241
Mazes

Block 1
Tx Age

.194

.840

.412

Block 2
DHCA

-.463

-2.205*

.041

Geometric Design
Block 1
TxAge

110

Block 2
DHCA

-.442

-.471

.643

-2.044

.057

Block Design
Block 1
TxAge
Block 2
DHCA

-.081
-.315

-.486
-1.929

.630
.062

* significant at the <.05 level
TxAge = Age at transplant
p = .651, C.I. = -.292 to .454). Although not statistically significant, DHCA demonstrated
some mild to moderate effects on geometric designs ((3 (19) = -.442, p = .057, C.I. = .436 to .007) and block design (P (37) = -.315, p = .062, C.I. = -.369 to .009) subtests.
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However, DHCA did have a significant effect on the mazes ((3 (19) = -.463, p = .041, C.I.
= -.523 to -.012) subtest, a task that measures planning, perceptual organizational and
sensorimotor abilities. This relationship can be seen in Figure 5.
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Hypothesis 3: Rewarming Rate
Rewarming rate was hypothesized to negatively correlate with outcome, with
slower rewarming associated with better cognitive performance. Furthermore, subtests
assessing sensorimotor and visuospatial functioning (coding, mazes, geometric design,
and block design) were hypothesized to demonstrate the greatest impairment with faster
rewarming than other subtests. Rewarming rate was calculated by subtracting
normotheric temperature (37°C) from nasopharyngeal temperature at the end of cardiac
arrest and dividing by the length of time for rewarming (in minutes).
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Rewarming rate was not significantly correlated directly with any cognitive
outcome measure, including those hypothesized to have the strongest negative
correlations. Correlation coefficients for specific cognitive subtests can be found in Table
3. The correlations for coding (r (16) = .173, p = .521), mazes (r (22) = .248, p = .265),
geometric design (r (22) = .007, p = .975), block design (r (38) = -.117, p = .486) did not
suggest even mild or modest effect sizes. The relationship between rewarming rate and
block design can be found in Figure 6.
Interestingly, although not predicted, when the interaction between minimum
flow rate and average MAP was covaried, rewarming was significantly associated with
full scale (r (31) =.383, p = .037), verbal (r (31) = .363, p = .049) and performance IQ (r
(31) = .381, p = .038).
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Hypothesis 4: Arterial-venous oxygen difference
C(a-v)02 was hypothesized to negatively correlate with cognitive functioning,
with larger arteriovenous oxygen differences correlated with greater impairments in
cognitive outcome, with coding, mazes, block design, and geometric design subtests from
the WISC-III or WPPSI-R having the strongest associations. Because the data is clinical
and was analyzed retrospectively, the accessibility of both arterial and venous oxygen
saturation measures was unclear at the time of the proposal. Review of the bypass and
anesthesiology records following the proposal defense revealed that venous O2 saturation
levels are not routinely measured (only one patient had venous blood gas records).
Arterial O2 saturation, however, was recorded for each patient. Mean values for
each patient were not calculated because of the clinical nature of the data. Oxygen
saturation values were handwritten on anesthesiology data record sheets frequently in 10
to 15 minute intervals. However, sometimes this was not the case. Distinction between
cooling, cardiac arrest and rewarming oxygen saturation values were often unclear as
well. Thus the clinical arterial oxygen saturation values reported were not considered to
be recorded in reliable and consistent intervals to establish mean values. As such,
minimum and maximum arterial O2 saturation levels were collected for analyses in
addition to maximum temperature at minimum O2 saturation due to the research
indicating that hypothermia decreases the demand for oxygen while hyperthermia
increases the demand. As a result, it is possible that maximum temperature at minimum
oxygen saturation could predict neurospychological impairment such as sensorimotor and
visuospatial deficits as well as potential specific learning disorders in these areas.
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Thus based on the data available it was hypothesized that lower oxygen saturation
levels would be predictive of a poor outcome on subtests of the WISC-III with the
strongest correlations demonstrated for those subtests that loaded heavily on sensorimotor
and visuospatial functioning. Both minimum and maximum oxygen saturation levels
were hypothesized to positively correlate with cognitive outcome.
Minimum oxygen saturation levels ranged from 45% to 100% (mean = 85.10,
standard deviation = 14.86). Maximum oxygen saturation levels ranged from 98% to
100% (mean = 99.81, standard deviation = .5537). Maximum temperature at minimum
oxygen saturation levels ranged from 30.4°C to 39.1°C (mean = 36.24, standard deviation
= 1.74).
Minimum and maximum oxygen saturation was not correlated with any outcome
measures. There was a trend for lower minimum oxygen saturation to be associated with
lower performance on mazes (r (25) = .361, p = .076), but this relationship was not
statistically significant. Figure 7 is a scatterplot of this relationship. From examination of
this graph it is possible to deduce not only one cut-off point at 70% minimum oxygen but
a second one somewhere around 90% were those below 90% might not fare as well as
those above 90%. Simultaneously, those below 70% minimum oxygen saturation
consistently did poorly. However, it is important to keep in mind that this relationship
was not significant although the practical significance is clearly evident in the distribution
of points along both axes. Temperature at minimum oxygen saturation was significantly
correlated with similarities (r (31) = -.405, p = .024) and block design (r (31) = -.409, p =
.022), and demonstrated only moderate effect sizes for performance IQ (r (31) = -.307, p
= .093) and arithmetic (r (31) = -.323, p = .077) but these were not statistically
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significant. Coding (r (14) = .030, p = .919), geometric design (r (17) = -.128, p = .625),
and mazes (r (17) = -.134, p = .608) were not correlated with temperature at minimum
oxygen saturation. Correlation coefficients for all associations with outcome can be found
in Table 5.
Because it is important to control and equalize minimum oxygen saturation when
examining temperature, minimum oxygen saturation was covaried. When this was done,
temperature at minimum oxygen saturation was significantly correlated with full scale (r
(33) = .376, p = .034), performance (r (33) = .370, p = .037), and verbal IQ (r (33) = .365,
p = .040). Temperature accounted for 13 to 14% of the variance in full scale (r2 = .141),
performance (r2 = .137) and verbal IQ (r2 = .133). Furthermore, temperature at minimum
oxygen saturation was significantly correlated with similarities (r (33) = -.516, p= .003),
comprehension (r (33) = .366, p = .039), block design (r (31) = -.436, p = .013), and
picture completion (r (31) = -.350, p = .049). Temperature account for nearly 27% of the
variance in similarities (r2 = .266), 13% in comprehension (r2 = .134), 19% in block
design (r2 = .190), and 12% in picture completion (r2 = .123).
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Table 5
Correlation Matrix: Oxygen Saturation and Cognitive Outcome
Cognitive Test

*

Min02
r(p)

r(p)

Max02
r(p)

T04(.506)

-.376(.034)*

.138(.377)

Performance IQ
Picture Completion
Coding
Geometric Design
Picture Arrangement
Mazes
Block Design
Object Assembly

.132(398)
J89(.224)
.225(354)
.272(.199)
-.379(.109)
361(.076)
.012(.940)
.095(.545)

-3700037)*
-350(.049)*
-.222(.425)
-.090(.741)
350(.201)
-.074(.793)
-.436(.013)*
-.182(319)

.134(390)
.170(.275)
.306(.203)
.080(.709)
.158(.519)
.054(.796)
.095(345)
.026(.868)

Verbal IQ
Information
Comprehension
Arithmetic
Vocabulary
Similarities

.062(.692)
.083(395)
.029(.852)
-.065(.680)
.107(.493)
.071(.651)

365(.040)*
-.308(.087)
366(.039)*
189(300)
-.253(.163)
-.516(.003)*

.114(.468)
.220(.156)
.073(.641)
-.056(.722)
.065(.678)
.152(330)

Full Scale IQ

* Significant at the < .05 level
**Temperature controlling for minimum oxygen saturation
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Hypothesis 5: Venous Oxygen Desaturation
It was hypothesized that patients with venous desaturation (<50%) during
rewarming will have greater deficits in cognitive performance than patients without
desaturation (>50%). Cognitive areas examined include picture completion, information.
coding, geometric design, similarities, picture arrangement, mazes, arithmetic, block
design, vocabulary, object assembly, and comprehension subtests from the WISC-III or
WPPSI-R. However, due to the lack of venous blood gas data, this hypothesis could not
be tested.
Hypothesis 6: Perfusion Flow Rate and Mean Arterial Pressure
Perfusion flow rate and MAP were hypothesized to positively correlate with
cognitive outcome, with slower flow rates and MAP (relative to temperature) during
rewarming associated with greater cognitive impairment. Furthermore, sensorimotor
performance on tests such as coding, mazes, geometric design, and block design from the
WISC-III or WPPSI-R are hypothesized to have the strongest associations.
Examination of the bypass record, revealed that it would not be possible to make
temperature adjustment for both bypass flow rate and all MAP values. Minimum and
maximum flow rates did not show statistically significant correlations with any cognitive
outcome measure. Minimum MAP was not significantly correlated with any cognitive
outcome measure. Maximum MAP, however, was significantly correlated with picture
completion (r (38) = -.361, p = .026) and block design (r (38) = -.363, p = .025). Figure 8
is a scatterplot of the relationship between maximum MAP and block design. Average
MAP was significantly correlated with block design as well (r (34) = -.377, p = .028).
Correlation coefficients can be found in Table 6.
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Table 6
Correlation Matrix: Blood Pressure and Flow and Cognitive Outcome
Cognitive Test

MinMAP

MaxMAP

AveMAP

MinFlow

MaxFlow

Full Scale IQ

.069

-.245

-.216

.114

-.313

Performance IQ
Picture Completion
Coding
Geometric Design
Picture
Arrangement
Mazes
Block Design
Object Assembly

.130
.140
.249
.144
-.325

-.215
-.361*
.166
-.211
-.312

159

.170

-.254

-.200
.220

.207

.111

.047

-.220
.274
-.202

-.423

.117

-.567

.114
.187
.085

-.286
-.363*
140

158

174
.113
.138

133
-.263
-.029

Verbal IQ
Information
Comprehension
Arithmetic
Vocabulary
Similarities

-.005
-.041

-.270

.060
-.052

342

-.377*

162
-.251
-.286
180
191
119
-.326

193
157

-.073
-.070

-.270

-.016
.106

-.260
-.298

.364

.020

.313
-.035
.037

* Significant at the < .05 level
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Although not predicted, there was an interaction between minimum flow rate
(cc/kg/min) and average MAP. The relationship between minimum flow rate (cc/kg/min)
and outcome changed as a function of average MAP for the majority of cognitive
outcome measures. To examine the interaction further, the relationship between blood
pressure and flow was explored in relation to full scale IQ. Because full scale IQ is the
core domain, it was believed to represent intellectual and cognitive functioning across all
areas. Minimum flow rate and average pressure (MAP) did not demonstrate a linear
correlation (r (34) = .135, p = .461). Figure 9 is a scatterplot of this relationship, which
appears to be somewhat curvelinear. This suggests that when minimum flow rate is low,
blood pressure is also low. However, when flow rate increases to between 45 and 100
cc/kg/min, blood pressure also increases and remains matched in a linear fashion up to
approximately 70 cc/kg/min. At that point, the relationship begins to take on a negative
nature in which flow rate is increasing and arterial blood pressure is decreasing. At the
most extreme, when flow rate is increased to greater than 100 cc/kg/min blood pressure
drops down to approximately 40 mmHg.
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Figure 9. Blood flow rate and pressure.
Figures 10 and 11 are scatterplots demonstrating the association of full scale IQ to
both average MAP and minimum flow rate, respectively. It is clear from examination of
the scatterplots that full scale performance is not directly related to variance in either
blood pressure or flow rate. Interestingly, when pressure and flow rate z-scores are
multiplied together, a unique linear relationship emerges. The association between this
interaction and full scale IQ can be seen in Figure 12. Cases with bivariate z-scores of the
same sign load high on the positive end of the interaction variable and also load high on
full scale outcome. These cases are typically made up of infants that were either low for
both minimum flow and average MAP or infants that were high for both minimum flow
and average MAP. These children scored in the low average to average range, but also
consistently had blood pressure and flow rates that were matched relative to their
respective means. In other words, children who scored high on full scale IQ exhibited
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blood flow rate and pressure that were both either above the mean or below the mean. For
these patients, if the flow rate was approximately 30 to 35 cc/kg/min then their MAP was
approximately 30 to 40 mmHg, both approximately one to two standard deviations below
the mean. Conversely, children who scored in the borderline or deficit range (standard
score = 40 to 80) demonstrated flow rate that was mismatched with blood pressure. In
other words, minimum flow rate for these children was either above the mean while there
average MAP was below the mean or flow rate was below the mean and MAP was above
the mean, indicating a mismatch in the pressure-flow relationship.
To compare outcome of children who experienced pressure-flow match versus
pressure-flow mismatch during transplantation, t-tests were analyzed. Results revealed
that full scale outcome was significantly better for children with pressure-flow match
(mean = 84.06, standard deviation = 20.52) than children with pressure-flow mismatch
(mean = 68.21, standard deviation = 17.86; t (30) = 2.290, p = .024). Verbal IQ
performance was also higher for the matched group (mean = 86.06, standard deviation =
20.50) than the unmatched group (mean = 70, standard deviation = 16.59; t (30) = 2.383,
p = .024). The same was true for performance IQ (t (30) = 1.978, p = .057) as well as
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Table 7
Hierarchical Regression: Interaction between blood pressure andflow
Verbal IQ

Block 1
Minimum flow
Average MAP
Block 2
Minimum flow
Average MAP
Interaction

Stan (3

T

P

-.209
-.213

-1.176
-1.201

.249
.240

-.099

580
-.037
2.358

.567
.971
.026*

007

.458

R

R2

AdjR

R2 A

FA

pA

.318

.101

.039

.101

1.633

.213

.500

.250

.170

.149

5.560

.026*

.204

.041

-.025

.041

.627

.541

.452

.205

.119

.163

5.746

.023*

.278

.078

.014

.078

1.219

.310

.491

.241

.160

.164

6.036

.020*

Performance IQ
Block 1
Minimum flow
Average MAP
Block 2
Minimum flow
Average MAP
Interaction

158
109

862
592

.396
.559

-.044

.247
.559
2.397

.807
.581
.023*

.108
.479

Full Scale IQ
Block 1
Minimum flow
Average MAP
Block 2
Minimum flow
Average MAP
Interaction

198
171

-1.099
-.950

.281
.350

.083

-.481
-.241
2.457

.634
.811
.020*

-.045
.480

* significant at the < .05 level

ability-achievement discrepancies (t (24) - 2.019, p = .055), although these differences
were not statistically significant. Interestingly, rewarming rate was also significantly
slower for the matched pressure-flow group (mean = .26°C/min, standard deviation =

80
.0065) than for the unmatched group (mean = .34°C/min, standard deviation = .002; t
(29) = -2.976, p = .007).
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Figure 12. Blood pressure/flow interaction and full scale IQ.
Looking at the core cognitive areas, the interaction contributed a great deal to the
overall model for each outcome variable, accounting for an additional 16% of the
variance in full scale (change in R2 = .164) and performance IQ’s (change in R2 = .163)
and an additional 15% of the variance in verbal IQ (change in R2 = .149). Complete
results can be found in Table 7. Thus, the relationship between flow rate and verbal,
performance, and full scale IQ’s changed as a function of blood pressure. As the graph in
Figure 13 depicts, the relationship between minimum flow rate and full scale IQ was less
predictable when pressure was low, indicated by large residual values. However, as
pressure increased, flow became more predictive of outcome, as suggested by small
residual values. Thus the distribution resembles a funnel shape due to the relationship
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between bypass flow rate and outcome changing as a function of blood pressure
measured by average MAP. By looking back at Figure 12, it appeared as though when
blood flow and pressure were both either low or high relative to the mean, verbal,
performance, and full scale IQ was in the average range. When blood flow and pressure
were not matched relative to the mean, outcome was generally in the borderline to deficit
range. Figure’s 14 and 15 further demonstrate the how pressure moderates the interaction
between flow rate and PIQ and VIQ, respectively, in that blood flow rate is a better
predictor as pressure increases. This variable, when used in subsequent analyses, is
referred to as pressure-flow matching.
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Hypothesis 7: Age as moderator between rewarming and outcome
Age was explored in relation to rewarming rate and cognitive outcome to examine
the potential for developmental differences. In order to evaluate age at transplant as a
predictor, a sequential (hierarchical) regression model was used. Because there are three
core cognitive outcome areas (full scale, verbal and performances IQ), three models were
examined. The moderator was age at time of transplant (with estimated gestational age
included) with two outliers excluded (N = 35) and rewarming rate was the predictor in all
three models. Full scale, verbal, and performance IQ’s were the outcomes for each
respective model. In all analysis, N = 35.
Results from the hierarchical regressions can be found in Table 8. When age was
included as a moderator, the interaction between rewarming and age accounted for less
than 1% of the variance in full scale IQ (R2 = .001). When cross-validated, the model did
not account for any variance in full scale performance (adjusted R2 = -.029). Rewarming
rate had a very minimal effect on outcome and thus accounted for very little unique
variance in outcome (p = -.023, p = .903). Transplant age also had little to no effect on
outcome (p = -.018, p = .922). Furthermore, when the interaction between transplant age
and rewarming was added to the model, the proportion of variance explained did not
i
change
(R2 changed = .000). This relationship can be seen in Figure 16.

When age was included as a moderator, the interaction between rewarming and
age accounted for less than 1% of the variance in verbal IQ (R2 = .002). When crossvalidated, the model did not account for any variance in verbal performance (adjusted R2
= -.059). Rewarming rate had a very minimal effect on outcome and thus accounted for
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Table 8
Hierarchical Regression: Interaction between Age and Rewarming Rate
Verbal IQ

Block 1
Tx Age
Rewarm Rate
Block 2
Interaction

Stan p

T

P

-.041
.002

-.223
.011

.825
.991

-.098

551

.585

R

R2

AdjR

R2 A

FA

pA

.041

.002

-.059

.002

.027

.973

.105

.011

-.082

.009

.304

.585

.040

.002

-.059

.002

.026

.974

.063

.004

-.089

.002

.076

.785

.034

.001

-.059

.001

.019

.981

.038

.001

-.092

.000

.011

.916

Performance IQ
Block 1
Tx Age
Rewarm Rate
Block 2
Interaction

.019
-.042

.049

.103
-.227
.275

.919
.822
.785

Full Scale IQ
Block 1
Tx Age
Rewarm Rate
Block 2
Interaction

-.018
-.023

-.099
-.123

.922
.903

-.019

106

.916

* Significant at the < .05 level
very little unique variance in outcome (P = .002, p = .991). Transplant age also had little
to no effect on outcome (p — -.041, p = .825). Furthermore, when the interaction between
transplant age and rewarming was added to the model, the proportion of variance
explained did not change significantly (R2 changed = .009).
When age was included as a moderator, the interaction between rewarming and
age accounted for less than 1% of the variance in performance IQ (R2 = .002). When
cross-validated, the model did not account for any variance in performance IQ (adjusted
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R2 = -.059). Rewarming rate had a very minimal effect on outcome and thus accounted
for very little unique variance in outcome (p = .019, p = .919). Transplant age also had
little to no effect on outcome (p = -.042, p = .822). Furthermore, when the interaction
between transplant age and rewarming was added to the model, the proportion of
variance explained did not change significantly (R2 changed = .002).
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Figure 16. Predicting FSIQ from rewarming rate and transplant age.

Hypothesis 8: Combined Model
It was hypothesized that a combined model including each of the significant
predictor variables would account for a significant proportion of the variance in cognitive
outcome, and that predictors would account for the most variance in outcomes believed to
be vulnerable to hypoxic injury, specifically performance IQ. Because real life is
multivariate, it is important to consider how variables work together to provide unique
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variance or to discover their redundancy. Multivariate analyses was used to assess
multiple predictors simultaneously. Multiple linear regression with simultaneous entry
was used to combine predictor variables with the highest correlations with core cognitive
outcome, specifically full scale, verbal, and performance IQ. To avoid overfitting the
multiple regression model it is important to have four- to five times as many participants
as independent variables. Based on the sample size of 44 participants in this study, a
maximum of eight predictor variables can be utilized. Thus, only those anesthesiology
and perfusion variables that significantly correlated with outcome were entered into the
analysis.
Perioperative variables that had the largest effects on outcome included maximum
MAP, average MAP, change in temperature during rewarming, temperature at minimum
arterial oxygen saturation, and blood pressure-flow matching. Furthermore, it is
important to remember that when the data was screened, it was discovered that there was
a main effect for test administered (WISC-III or WPPSI-R). As a result, this variable was
covaried in order to limit the variance attributed to which test was administered to each
child.
Because multiple regression is an opportunity to look at the unique contributions
of specific predictors, removing redundant predictors serves to reduce the number of
unnecessary variables while simultaneously reducing the possibility of overfitting the
model. As a result, because maximum MAP and average MAP are themselves correlated
(r (34) = .762, p = .000) and are likely redundant information, average MAP was left out
of the equation. The two reasons maximum MAP was retained are: 1) it had stronger
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correlations with outcome and 2) while averages may smooth out the severity of
extremely high arterial pressure, maximum MAP might serve to capture it.
To examine the relative contributions of all four predictors, a subset of at least 20
to 25 children with all four variables was required. In fact, 25 children had complete data
for all predictor, covariate, and criterion variables. When all four predictors were
included in the model simultaneously and test administered was controlled, the model
accounted for nearly 57% of the variance in full scale IQ (R2 = .566). When statistically
cross-validated, the model accounted for 46% of the variance in full scale IQ (adjusted R
= .458). Maximum MAP had a minimal effect on outcome and thus accounted for very
little unique variance in outcome ((3 = .085, p = .648). Temperature at minimum oxygen
saturation had a modest effect on outcome, demonstrating a significant contribution to
unique variance accounted for (P = -.412, p = .032). Change in temperature, however, did
not account for a significant proportion of unique variance (p = .197, p = .295). Lastly,
the interaction between minimum flow rate and average pressure (MAP) when
dichotomized as either matched or unmatched z scores relative to the mean accounted for
a significantly large piece of unique variance, demonstrating a moderate effect on
outcome (p = -.335, p = .048). Results can be found in Table 9.
When verbal IQ was the criterion, the model accounted for approximately 49% of
the variance in verbal IQ (R2 = .491). When statistically cross-validated, the model
accounted for 36% of the variance (adjusted R2 = .364). Maximum MAP had a minimal
effect on outcome and thus accounted for very little unique variance in outcome (P = .103, p = .608). Temperature at minimum oxygen saturation had a modest effect on
outcome, demonstrating a practically significant contribution to unique variance
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accounted for in outcome (f3 = -.383, p = .062). Change in temperature, however, did not
account for a significant proportion of unique variance in verbal IQ (P = .144, p = .608).
Lastly, blood pressure and flow rate matching/mismatching accounted for a moderate
proportion of unique variance, although it was not statistically significant (p = -.320, p =
.078). Results can be found in Table 9.
Result for predicting performance IQ was similar to full scale and verbal IQ,
although the predictors accounted for significantly more variance in performance than
verbal IQ. When all four predictors were included in the model simultaneously and test
administered was controlled, the model accounted for nearly 58% of the variance in
performance IQ (R2 = .579). This relationship can be seen in Figure 17. When
statistically cross-validated, the model accounted for approximately 47% of the variance
in performance IQ (adjusted R2 = .474). Maximum MAP, again, had a minimal effect on
outcome and thus accounted for very little unique variance in outcome (P = -.056, p =
.758). Temperature at minimum oxygen saturation, similar to full scale IQ, had a modest
effect on outcome, demonstrating a statistically significant contribution to unique
variance accounted for (P = -.416, p = .029). Similar to both verbal and full scale IQ,
change in temperature, however, did not account for a large amount of unique variance (p
- .237, p - .206). Lastly, the interaction between minimum flow rate and average
pressure (MAP) when dichotomized as described above accounted for a significant
proportion of unique variance (p = -.322, p = .046). Results for all predictor and criterion
variables can be found in Table 9 for comparison and contrast.
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Table 9
Hierarchical Multiple Regression: IQ when controllingfor IQ Test

Verbal IQ
R

R2

AdjR

R2 A

FA

pA

.502

.252

.221

.252

8.089

.009*

.701

.491

.354

.239

2.354

.089

.588

.346

.319

.346

12.68

.002*

.761

.579

.474

.233

2.766

.056

-.056
.237
-.416
-.322

-.313 .758
1.308 .206
-2.357 .029*
-2.124 .046*
.318

.289

.318

11.17

.003*

.564

Full Scale IQ
.564
3.342 .003*

.566

.458

.249

2.868

.050*

Stan p

T

P

Block 1
Test Admin

.502

2.844

.009*

Block 2
Max MAP
Change in Temp
Temp@Min02
Match vs Unmat

103
.144
-.383
-.320

522
.725
-1.974
-1.859

.608
.477
.062
.078

Performance IQ
Block 1
Test Admin
Block 2
Max MAP
Change in Temp
Temp@Min02
Match vs Unmat
Block 1
Test Admin

.588

3.562

Block 2
Max MAP
.085
-.463
Change in Temp
.197
1.075
Temp@Min02
-.412
-2.301
Match vs Unmat -.335
-2.111
*significant at the < .05 level

.002*

.753
.648
.295
.032*
.048*
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Figure 17. Regression model of performance IQ.

Hypothesis 9: Predicting Learning Disorders
It was hypothesized that perioperative variables will also be associated with and
predictive of both the magnitude of the ability-achievement discrepancy as well as
indicators for a learning disorders defined as a 22- point discrepancy between ability
(measured with the WISC-III or WPPSI-R) and achievement (measured with the WIAT).
It was believed predictor variables theorized to result in greater hypoxic injury would
yield the strongest associations. Furthermore, because a larger discrepancy was
hypothesized to associate with cortical injury, the direction of each relationship was
determined by the respective predictor variable. Positive correlations were expected when
the degree to which higher values for predictors are related to hypoxic insults and
negative correlations were expected when the degree to which lower values are
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associated with hypoxic injury. The hypothesis was tested by running both a hierarchical
multiple regression analysis covarying out nuisance variables first and then evaluating the
contributions of specific perioperative variables in the proportion of variance explained in
the ability-achievement discrepancy and also logistic regression to determine which
variables are predictive of potential learning disorders. Results for both analyses will be
discussed, beginning with the multiple regression.
Multiple Regression
Because the variable (discrepancy of 22 points) used to estimate whether a child
would be considered to have a learning disorder (and may be eligible for a learning
disability based on criteria in the state of California) is a continuous variable, multiple
regression was used to assess what perioperative variables are predictive of a larger
discrepancy between ability and achievement. The ability-achievement discrepancy for
this sample population ranged from -21 to 36 points (mean = 7.3, standard deviation
12.42). As was reported above in the data screening section, the distribution met the
assumptions of normality. Below is a histogram of the distribution of the discrepancy
scores (Figure 18). The distribution is centered a little above zero, but contains no outliers
and appears to be normally distributed.
Ability-achievement discrepancy was significantly correlated with several
perioperative variables, including temperature at minimum oxygen saturation (r (27) = .426, p = .047) and pressure-flow matching (r (27) = -.407, p = .035). Furthermore, when
intelligence test and age at transplant were covaried, DHCA greater than 40 minutes were
significantly correlated with ability-achievement discrepancies (p = -.373, p = .015).
Correlation coefficients can be found in Table 10.
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Table 10
Correlation Matrix: Ability-Achievement Discrepancy and Perioperative Predictors

Discrep.
maxMAP
aveMAP
minFlow
Match**
AinTemp
DHCA***

Discrep.
1.00
-.129
-.140
-.121
-.407*
-.236
-.373*

maxMAP

aveMAP

minFlow

Match**

AinTemp

DHCA ***

1.00
.762*
-.025
-.101
.343*
.089

1.00
.135
.029
.461*
-.096

1.00
.144
-.089
.395*

1.00
.266
.119

1.00
.120

1.00

* significant at the < .05 level
**Blood pressure - blood flow matching
***over 40 minutes.
When predicting outcome, it is important to control variance attributed to other
extraneous factors. As such, consideration of preoperative as well as postoperative factors
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that contribute to the overall variance in the ability-achievement discrepancy is important
when attempting to isolate variance attributed to perioperative factors. Examination of
preoperative variables found that ability-achievement discrepancies were correlated with
birth head circumference (r (28) = .683, p = .000) and the number of days waiting for a
heart (r (37) = -.447, p = .006). Postoperative variables that correlated significantly with
discrepancies included intelligence test administered (r (37) = .544, p = .001) and age at
assessment (r (37) = .468, p = .003). Because both variables are highly correlated
themselves (r (44) = .813, p = .000), it is extremely likely that they represent redundant
variance in outcome. Additionally, test administered and number of days waiting for a
heart were also highly correlated (r (42) = -.318, p = .040), demonstrating redundancy in
variance accounted for in outcome. Birth head circumference, however, was not
significantly correlated with test administered (r (33) = ,210, p = .241), age (r (33) = .257,
p = ,150), or waiting time (r (32) = -.257, p = .156) and thus, might control for unique
variance in outcome. Because too many predictors might adversely impact power to cross
validate and cause overfitting of the model, only variance attributed to intelligence test
administered and birth head circumference were controlled in the multiple regression
analysis because of its slightly stronger association to ability-achievement discrepancies
than both age and days waiting.
To construct a regression model that does not largely overfit the data, there should
be only one predictor for every five cases computed in the model. At least 25 cases
needed to have no missing information in order to analyze the four potential perioperative
variables that could be included in the model, not including covariates. Examination of
the data revealed that, when excluding outliers, only 19 cases had complete data for the
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four perioperative variables (age at transplant, DHCA time, temperature at minimum
oxygen saturation, and pressure-flow matching). As a result, the two variables with
outliers (age at transplant and DHCA time) were excluded from the model because of the
significant effect these variables have on the sample size, and subsequent power of the
analysis.
Thus, including test administered, birth head circumference, temperature at
minimum oxygen saturation and pressure-flow matching requires at least a sample size of
20 cases. Unfortunately, only 14 have complete data across all these parameters. As a
result, one predictor variable must be excluded. Because both covariates are believed to
be important and do not correlate with each other, two multiple regression models were
analyzed, one for each covariate.
When birth head circumference was covaried, the model accounted for over 72%
of the variance in outcome (R2 = ..722). When cross-validated, the model accounted for
65% of the variance in outcome (adjusted R2 = .646). Results can be found in Table 11.
Pressure-flow matching accounted for the most unique variance ((3 =: -.412, p = ..058),
then temperature at minimum oxygen saturation (p = -.392, p = .062) and then birth head
circumference (P = .321, p = .178). Together the predictors did not account for a
statistically significant amount of variance in outcome (F change = 3.548, p = .065).
Figure 19 is a scatterplot of the predictive z- scores and ability-achievement
discrepancies.
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Because test administered had less missing data than birth head circumference,
the degrees of freedom in the number of predictor variables allowable increased (n = 25).
Furthermore, models of cognitive outcome also covaried test administered to determine
variance accounted for by perioperative variables. Because it would be interesting to
compare and contrast cognitive outcome models with ability-achievement models,
maximum MAP and change in temperature were added to model. Even though both
predictors are not significantly correlated with ability-achievement discrepancies, it is
possible that when other variance is suppressed or accounted for, these predictors may
lend significant contributions to variance accounted for in outcome.
When all four predictors were included in the model simultaneously and test
administered was controlled, the model accounted for 76% of the variance in abilityachievement discrepancies (R2 = .762). When cross-validated, the model accounted for
68% of the variance (adjusted R2 = .682). Maximum MAP, similar to outcome with IQ
measures, had on of the smallest associations with magnitude of discrepancy (P = .193, p
= .276).). Change in temperature, however, also did not account for a significant
proportion of unique variance in the magnitude of discrepancies (p = .147, p = .342).
Figure 20 is a scatterplot of the predictive z- scores and ability-achievement
discrepancies.
Temperature at minimum oxygen saturation had a moderate to large effect on
outcome, also demonstrating a statistically significant contribution to unique variance
accounted for in discrepancies (P = -.613, p = .003) Lastly, pressure-flow matching also
accounted for a significantly large piece of unique variance, demonstrating a significantly
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moderate to large effect on outcome (P = -.506, p = .002). Results can be found in Table
12.
Table 12
Hierarchical Regression: Discrepancy Model when controlling IQ Test Administered

Discrepancy

Block 1
Test Adm.

Stan (3

T

P

.587

3.161

.005*

Block 2
Test Adm.
.354
2.550
Max MAP
.193
1.131
.980
.147
Ain Temp
Temp@02
-.613 -3.527
Interact
-.506 -3.803
* significant at the < .05 level

R

R2

AdjR

R2 A

FA

pA

.587

.345

.310

.345

9.992

.005*

.873

.762

.682

.417

6.566

.003*

.022*
.279
.342
.003*
.002*
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Logistic Regression
Under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), eligibility for
special education under one of the law’s thirteen handicapping conditions is determined
by a multidisciplinary team of professions known as the individualized education
program (IEP) team ("California Special Education Programs," 1999). One of the thirteen
IDEA conditions is the specific learning disabled (SLD 090) condition in which a child is
not able to perform at their maximum potential in school. In other words, the child’s
academic performance is not reflective of their abilities. Although this team looks at
many factors in determining eligibility for a specific learning disability (SLD), the
primary criterion that qualifies a child for a specific learning disability is when
achievement is 1.5 standard deviations below ability. In other words, there is a 22-point
discrepancy between ability and achievement. Beyond this, the discrepancy is related to a
deficit in one or more of seven basic psychological processing areas. However, the
current study does not assess the psychological processing areas.
When qualifying a child for services under the IDEA law, a child becomes
eligible for services when there is a 22-point discrepancy. Concurrently, a child who does
not have a 22-point discrepancy does not qualify. As a result, outcome in terms of
eligibility for special education services under this, condition is dichotomous. As such,
logistic regression is designed to answer the question: “Do perioperative variables such as
arterial oxygen saturation, bypass flow rate, and mean arterial blood pressure predict
whether or not a child qualifies as SLD?”
Out of 44 children, 38 had ability-achievement discrepancy scores. Of these, 7
(18%) had ability-achievement discrepancies greater than 22 points. When the interaction
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between minimum blood flow rate and average MAP was used to predict SLD group
membership, the model did not appear to fit the data well (-2 Log Likelihood = 19.030,
Hosmer and Lemeshow test = 9.039, p = .250). Even so, the interaction accounted for
between 22 and 35% of the variance in SLD group membership (Cox&Shnell R2 =.299;
Nagelkerke R = .457). Additionally, the interaction was significantly better than a
constant-only model at predicting group membership (x = 9.574, p = .002). The model
correctly classified 88.9%. SLD group membership was associated with a significant
increase in the interaction value (or pressure-flow match) (Odds Ratio = 8.839, 95% C.I.
= .985 to 79.353). Figure 21 is a scatterplot representing this relationship along the
continuum for discrepancies. When using pressure-flow match versus mismatch as the
predictor, the model was still significant (%2 = 7.433, p = .006) and SLD group
membership was significantly predicted by pressure-flow match (Odds Ratio = 16187.77,
95% C.I. = 00 to 2.34E+46). Developing a learning disability was also predicted by birth
head circumference (Odd Ratio = 2.440, 95% C.I. = .025 to 5.808), interaction between
fraction inspired oxygen and temperature (Odds Ratio = 13.147, 95% C.I. = .643 to
268.787), age at testing (Odds Ratio = 1.729, 95% C.I. = .825 to 3.624), father’s
education (Odds Ratio = 2.317, 95% C.I. = .779 to 6.896), however, age at testing,
father’s education head circumference revealed a minimal increase in the likelihood of
developing a learning disability when the predictors increased by 1. Figure 22 is a
scatterplot demonstrating the relationship of birth head circumference to discrepancies
when group membership is on a continuum.
Several other predictors did not appear to increase the probability of developing a
learning disability. Group membership in the SLD group was not predicted by rewarming
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Discussion
Each year, approximately 40,000 children are born with a congenital heart defect
(CHD) (Association, 2002), over half with HLHS (Johnston, 1991). With cardiovascular
disease as the second highest cause of death in children under 14 years of age, it is not
surprising that the American Heart Association reported that between 45% and 62% of
children with CHD do not survive their first birthday (Association, 2002). Unfortunately,
a shortage of donor hearts plays a primary role in the alarmingly high early mortality
rates.
However, of those treated with palliative procedures such as Norwood and
Fontan, life expectancy is improved although quality is hampered with multiple surgical
procedures and chronic heart failure (Boucek Jr & Boucek, 2002). Further, those treated
with heart transplantation have demonstrated phenomenal recovery and improvement,
with nearly 70% of infants expected to celebrate their tenth birthday (Fortuna et al.,
1999).
Because the first successful infant heart transplant didn’t occur until late in 1984,
secondary to discovery of cyclosporine and subsequent FDA approval in 1983, the long
term ramifications of congenital and acquired central nervous system injuries have yet to
be fully identified and understood. While reports are emerging indicating slightly lower
intelligence among heart transplant recipients relative to the normative population
(Fortuna et al., 1999; Ikle, Hale, Fashaw, Boucek, & Rosenberg, 2003; Wray, Pot-Mees,
Zeitlin, Radley-Smith, & Yacoub, 1994) and that diagnosis of HLHS is a risk factor for
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lower IQ (Wemovsky et al., 2000), less is known in regards to how intellectual outcome
varies relative to congenital versus acquired, or pre- versus perioperative predictors.
While hypothermia and cardiac arrest are believed to be safe if maintained within
certain parameters, careful analysis of perfusion and anesthesiology indicators of hypoxic
injury in relation to intellectual outcome has yet to be conducted in an infant heart
transplant population. In regards to pediatric CHD, many believe that the primary cause
of brain injury and neurologic dysfunction acquired perioperatively is cerebral hypoxicischemic/reperfusion injury (du Plessis, 1999; du Plessis et al., 1995). Because the brain
consumes approximately 20% of the entire body’s oxygen supply, when factors related to
oxygen supply are compromised, cognitive or neuropsychological impairment are often
observed. Thus, cardiac arrest and bypass times alone may not be sufficient to capture the
complex biochemical impact CHD and DHCA can have on later intellectual and
academic functioning.
Furthermore, because of the young age of the heart transplant population very
little has been reported regarding the prevalence and severity of academic problems and
learning disorders (Wray et al., 2001). Within the field of educational psychology it is
often believed that learning disabilities in the population at large do not typically begin to
emerge until around 8 years of age when children transition from learning to read and
write into using reading and writing to learn. As a result, this first cohort of recipients
might provide a great deal of insight into the long-term sequelae of infant heart
transplantation and predictors of cognitive development and learning disorders.
Previous reports with adult populations suggest that when controlling for
premorbid functioning, cognitive deficits are related to perioperative events including
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cooling and rewarming rates, DHCA time, bypass pressure and flow rate, and oxygen
saturation levels. Furthermore, these studies indicate that often the relationship between
perioperative variables and outcome is moderated by age at time of surgery. However,
these reports are limited to adult populations and demonstrate very little generalizability
to infant heart transplant recipients. Although research with pediatric populations suggest
that the half-life of cerebral oxygen saturation during cardiac arrest varies as a function of
age, with neonates demonstrating longer half-life’s than infants or children, this
interaction has yet to be examined in relation to cognitive development. The current study
attempted to expand on these previous findings by analyzing intellectual outcome in
relation to these perioperative factors and how they might vary as a function of age in
pediatric populations. Furthermore, exploratory analysis regarding the incidence and
severity of learning disorders was also examined in this population.
Hypothesis 1: Cooling Rate
The first study hypothesis examined the relationship between cooling rate and
cognitive outcome. While previous research results remain unclear due to contradictory
findings, it was expected that intellectual functioning would not be associated with
cooling rate. As predicted verbal IQ including each of the individual subtests was not
correlated with cooling rate. Interestingly, however, performance IQ was moderately
associated with cooling rate.
Thus, in terms of outcome on verbal IQ, the ability to understand and use
language did not appear to be related to the length or rate of cooling. There are several
possible explanations for this finding. First, cortical areas responsible for understanding
and using language as well as problem solving might be more immune to hypoxic
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ischemic/reperfusion injury than perceptual organizational skills. It is often believed that
when premorbid measures are not available, verbal IQ subtests provide good indicators of
functioning prior to head injury because subtests such as information and vocabulary are
thought to be relatively insensitive to brain damage (Spreen & Strauss, 1998). As such, it
is not surprising to see that vocabulary and information subtests were unrelated to nearly
all perioperative indicators of hypoxic injury, including cooling rate.
Secondly, verbal IQ subtests are culturally biased measures of intelligence
(Sattler, 1992). As such, environmental influences such as educational experiences,
ethnicity, and socioeconomic status can have tremendous effects on verbal IQ
performance. The contribution of culture might possibly interfere with the ability to
capture the main effect of cooling rate on verbal skills. Unfortunately, the current study
did not have sufficient demographic data to control for these nuisance variables.
Furthermore, the small sample size limited the number of covariates that could be
included in the analyses.
However, contrary to what was predicted, the current study did find that cooling
rate was associated with some areas of perceptual organizational functioning, primarily
those tapping into the ability to analyze and synthesize two and three-dimensional
information. The effect cooling rate had on overall perceptual organizational abilities,
however, was moderate and limited to only some of the performance IQ subtests.
Specifically, block design, object assembly, picture completion subtests as well as overall
performance IQ demonstrated moderate effects in relation to cooling rate with slower
cooling predictive of poorer performance for these areas. Although block design was the
only statistically significant correlation, the moderate effect sizes reflect that there is a
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potential for considerable practical significance that can be gained from examining
cooling rate in relation to intellectual outcome. As a result, the data suggest that there
might be a subtle effect between cooling rate and perceptual organization abilities, with
faster cooling leading to greater preservation of perceptual organizational abilities.
The primary purpose of cooling the body is to decrease the metabolic demand for
oxygen. Thus, it may be possible that a true association exists between rate of cooling
and outcome, and that the current study had insufficient power to tap into this outcome. If
a true relationship does exist, it is likely that intellectual functioning, specifically
perceptual organizational skills, may be negatively impacted when cooling rate is slow.
The underlying mechanism of this possible relationship is not clear. However, it can be
hypothesized that when the body is cooled slowly the metabolic rate has more time to
adjust to the change in temperature. As a result, the metabolic demand for oxygen is
spared any significant change and cerebral hypoxia results from some underlying
biochemical mechanism related to the supply or uptake of oxygen.
It is also possible that lowered blood pressure and flow rate during slower cooling
rates might play a role, although the actual mechanisms are unclear. DeLeon et al. (1990)
reported that the occurrence of choreoathetosis was significantly more common when
cooling time was greater than 1 hour. Because lowest temperature and temperature at the
beginning of cardiac arrest frequently vary, it is important to assess not only the length of
time for cooling, but also the rate at which the body temperature is reduced from
normothermic to hypothermic temperatures. Unfortunately, in DeLeon et. aTs (1990)
study and all other studies examining cooling time (D. C. Bellinger et al., 1991; Eke et
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al., 1996; Hovels-Gurich, Seghaye, Dabritz, Messmer, & von Bemuth, 1997; Jonas et al.,
1993; Wong et al., 1992), the degree of change per minute, was not examined.
Hypothesis 2: DHCA time
The second hypothesis examined the relationship between deep hypothermic
cardiac arrest time and cognitive outcome. It was hypothesized that DHCA time would
not correlate with cognitive functioning directly, but would be mediated by age beyond
40 minutes arrest time. The data reflect that in fact, DHCA did not correlate directly with
cognitive outcome, with the exception of the mazes subtest from the performance
subscale. When DHCA time beyond 40 minutes was examined and age at time of
transplant was covaried, DHCA time did have an effect on some performance IQ
subtests, including mazes, block design and geometric design. These findings allude to a
possible relationship between DHCA time, age at time of transplant and hypoxicischemic/reperfusion injury. Due to the vulnerability of visual and motor pathways to
focal lesions, it is not surprising that deficits in relation to ischemic injury were related to
specific subtests that are dependant on these processing abilities. Researchers believe that
verbal measures of intelligence are more resilient to brain injury, and as such good
premorbid indicators, secondary to the numerous cortical pathways that are utilized in
semantic language and verbal processing abilities. As such, it is not surprising that verbal
intellegince measures were not correlated to indicators of ischemic/reperfusion injury in
the study sample. Studies using NIRS to measure changes in cerebral oxygenation during
CPB in infants have reported very interesting developmental differences between
neonates, infants and children undergoing DHCA (du Plessis et al., 1995). NIRS has the
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ability to detect the presence or absence of oxygen in both cerebral hemoglobin and
cytochrome aas.
One study looked at cerebrovascular hemoglobin oxygen saturation during
cardiac arrest to determine if there were age related changes in cerebral oxygenation
(Kurth et ah, 1995). What these researchers found is that neonates, infants and children
demonstrated distinct changes in cerebral hemoglobin oxygen saturation. Interestingly,
neonates demonstrated a lower rate of cerebral oxygen utilization during arrest than both
infants and children. This greater tolerance for hypoxemia might be one of the many
underlying mechanisms that make neonates such terrific candidates for heart
transplantation.
Hypothesis 3: Rewarming Rate
The third study hypothesis examined the relationship between rewarming rate and
cognitive outcome. Based on previous research it was hypothesized that rewarming rate
would be negatively correlated with outcome with faster rewarming speeds correlated
with lower cognitive performance. Previous research indicates that slower rewarming
rates are more neuroprotective than faster rewarming techniques and result in better
neurocognitive outcome (Grigore et al., 2002). However, results from the current study
did not support this hypothesis. Although nearly all correlations were in the hypothesized
direction, none were significant.
While this was surprising, several factors could possible explain these findings.
First, while several studies have reported that rewarming rate is inversely related to
neuropsychological and cognitive functioning (Grigore et al., 2002; Honda et al., 2001;
Nakamura et al., 1999; Newman, Kramer et al., 1995), these findings primarily involve
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results from adult or animal studies. Thus, generalization to neonates and infants is
probable, but still not confirmatory. As such, it is possible that these findings suggest
that, unlike adult’s mature cerebrovascular and cerebral oxygenation, neonates and
infants demonstrate greater neuroprotection from the potential damaging effects of
accelerated rewarming.
A second, easily plausible, explanation for these findings could be related to
statistical limitations of the available data. While length of time for rewarming ranged
from 43 minutes to 155 minutes, warming rate ranged from .12°C/minute to
.48°C/minute, with a standard deviation of .08. Since most studies examining rewarming
ranged from .10°C/minute to 1.44°C/minute, it is believed that restricted range and lack
of variance might limit the current data and subsequent analyses. Statistically, if a
variable has very limited variance, the ability for fluctuations in one variable to covary
with another is also limited. As a result, because the correlations are in the expected
direction for the most part and there is a known limit to the power of the analysis, the
findings of this study are very likely an inaccurate representation of the relationship
between rewarming and outcome.
Many studies have indicated that there is an increase in the cerebral metabolic
demand for oxygen during rewarming that is unmatched by cerebral blood flow. As a
result, accelerated rewarming might play a pivotal role in the hypoxicischemic/reperfusion injury hypothesis that was not witnessed in the current data set
because, by most standards, the rates expressed here were not in the accelerated range.
Furthermore, analysis of the cerebral metabolic rate for oxygen was not possible because
venous oxygen saturation, one of its indicators, was not available for this sample
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population. Additionally, bypass flow rate, arterial pressure and arterial oxygen saturation
values were not measured specifically within the rewarming phase. As a result, analysis
of a mismatch between these various systems during rewarming could not be examined.
As described in the literature review, cytochrome aas (cytochrome oxidase) is an
enzyme within the electron transport chain of the mitochondria that is responsible for the
reduction of oxygen. Cellular activity and production of adenosine triphosphate (energy)
is dependent upon oxidation of cytochrome aas within the mitochondria. It is reported
that 90% of the human body’s oxygen demand is consumed through this process (du
Plessis et ah, 1995). As a result, oxygenation of cerebral tissue is dependent on this
process. The research of du Plessis et al (1995) found that there was a decrease in
oxidation of cytochrome throughout CPB even in the presence of appropriately
oxygenated cerebral blood circulation. Furthermore, recovery of cytochrome oxidase
following cardiac arrest was often impaired and not at the pre-bypass level of
functioning. Even more interesting is the finding that infants older than two weeks had a
greater decrease in cytochrome oxidase during cooling and greater impairment and
deficiency during rewarming than infants younger than two weeks of age. The
implications of age as a moderator for the current study will be discussed in further detail
in hypothesis seven below.
Hypothesis 4: Oxygen Saturation
The fourth hypothesis was intended to examine the effect of maximum arterial
and venous oxygen saturation differences on intellectual outcome. However, venous
oxygen saturation values were available for only one patient. As a result, only arterial
oxygen saturation levels were examined. Although both venous and arterial measure
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would lend greater information in terms of cerebral metabolic rate and supply and
demand for oxygen, arterial values alone were believed to provide some insight into the
biochemical relationship between hypoxic-ischemic injury incurred perioperatively and
cognitive outcome.
It was hypothesized that lower minimum oxygen saturation levels would be
correlated with poor intellectual outcome. However, this was not found. Because it was
also believed that lower temperatures provide greater protection from decreases in
oxygenation due to the lowered metabolic rate, maximum temperature at minimum
oxygen saturation was controlled. However, even when minimum oxygen saturation was
adjusted for by temperature, it did not correlate with outcome. When temperature at
minimum oxygen saturation was adjusted by minimum oxygen saturation, there was a
significant effect on outcome, specifically with subtests more vulnerable to hypoxic
injury such as performance subscale measures.
Surprisingly, temperature at minimum oxygen saturation was correlated with
some verbal IQ measures as well. For all relationships, it was clear that when temperature
at the time of minimum oxygen saturation was high, intellectual performance went down
across the board. While it is interesting that oxygen saturation by itself was not correlated
with outcome, it appears that what is the more important predictor is the temperature. For
example, simply saying that an individual is in a state of cardiac arrest does not preclude
that there are damaging consequences occurring unless it is known that the individual’s
body temperature is at a normothermic 37°C (98.6°F) temperature. However, if it is
known that the individual’s body temperature has been reduced to say 18°C (64.5°F),
then it might be inferred that the metabolic demand for oxygen has been reduced and that
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cardiac arrest will not have the same damaging consequences as when the person is at a
normothermic temperature. The same holds true for oxygen saturation and temperature.
In light of the current data, it might be suggested that what is important is not oxygen
saturation per se, but the body temperature at the minimum level of oxygen.
Hypothesis 5: venous oxygen desaturation
As for hypothesis five regarding venous desaturation, this relationship could not
be analyzed secondary to a lack of venous oxygen saturation data, as was stated above.
Hypothesis 6: Perfusion flow rate and mean arterial pressure
As for hypothesis six regarding perfusion flow rate and mean arterial pressure, it
was hypothesized that both would positively correlate with outcome, with slower flow
rates and MAP during rewarming associated with greater cognitive impairment. The
findings did not confirm this hypothesis. Rather, average mean arterial pressure appeared
to have a negative association with outcome, with higher pressure associated with lower
intellectual and neuropsychological performance. Effect sizes ranged from minimal to
moderate suggesting that a relationship might exist, however, other important factors also
contribute significantly to outcome.
Previous research on arterial pressure found that hypotension (low pressure) was
correlated with neurocognitive dysfunction in adult populations undergoing cardiac
surgery (Newman, Kramer et al., 1995). Specifically, these researchers reported that the
relationship between MAP less than 50 mmHg and spatial and figural memory changed
as a function of age, with elderly patient demonstrating greater decline than adults under
60 years of age. Other studies have suggested that intraoperative hypotension and
cerebral hypoperfusion are related to neurologic impairment (Newman, Croughwell et al.,
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1995). However, these studies are from the same institution and thus are most likely
related. Other research supporting the hypotension findings is lacking. In the current
study, the opposite was found. Although results did not reach statistical significance, the
practical significance warrants further consideration and research attention.
Contrary to Newman et al’s (1995) findings, neonates in the current study
demonstrated that when average MAP increased, performance decreased suggesting that
hypertension is a risk factor for these infants. Average MAP ranged from 30 to 67 mmHg
with a mean of 46 mmHg. Over half had an average pressure less than 50 mmHg. It is
possible that there is an interaction between age and pressure suggesting that early in life
an immature cardiovascular system is not completely adept at regulating blood pressure
and flow. As a result, when pressure is increased, there is not a mature autoregulatory
system by which to decrease the pressure and, as a result, subsequent reperfusion or
periventricular leukomalacia injury occurs.
Much like pressure, maximum bypass flow rate demonstrated a negative
association that was not predicted, suggesting that as flow rate increases, cognitive
functioning decreases. Conversely, minimum flow rate demonstrated greater positive
associations although many of these hovered around zero and appeared to have minimal
effects. Regardless, together these suggest that both too fast and too slow flow rates
might be risk factors for cognitive impairment. It would be interesting to determine how
flow and pressure related to the rewarming phase alone, however this was not possible
given data available to this study. Previous research has suggested that blood flow that is
unmatched with the metabolic demand is associated with a poor cognitive outcome
(Enomoto et al., 1996; van der Linden et al., 1989). Many other studies often employed
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measures of venous oxygen saturation levels as an indicator of cerebral metabolic
demand. Unfortunately metabolic demand could not be adequately measured or inferred
from the available clinical data in the current study. As such, clinical interpretations are
limited.
While neither pressure nor flow alone provided adequate prediction of outcome,
there was an interaction between the two in relation to intellectual outcome. It was found
that the relationship between minimum pressure in terms of cc/kg/min and practically all
cognitive outcome measures varied as a function of average pressure. The relationship
between minimum flow rate and outcome was less predictable when pressure was low.
However, as pressure increased, flow rate became more predictive of outcome in that the
faster the minimum bypass flow rate, the greater the cognitive impairment.
The underlying mechanism for this interaction is not clear. However, it is possible
that there is a dysfunction in the ability of the neonatal cardiovascular system to regulate
pressure and flow adequately. As a result, when flow is slow, pressure is low. As flow
increases up to 100 cc/kg/min, pressure appeared to also increase in a linear fashion.
However, when flow increased beyond 100 cc/kg/min, pressure began to decline for
unknown reasons. It is possible that when both flow rate and pressure are high, neonates
are at a significant risk of intracranial hemorrhage. Impaired vascular autoregulation has
been reported in cases of severe asphyxia in that cerebral blood flow and arterial blood
pressure are dependent on one another (Volpe, 2001b). As a result of the poor
cardiovascular status of the heart transplant infants prior to transplantation, it is possible
that chronic hypoxemia and potential asphyxia have further compromised the vascular
system’s ability to autoregulate pressure and flow. While ischemia and periventircular
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leukomalacia might result from global hypoperfusion pre and perioperatively,
hyperperfusion secondary to increased blood flow and pressure might result in
intracranial hemorrhage (Volpe, 2001c).
Hypothesis 7: Age as a moderator between rewarming and outcome
The seventh hypothesis examined the relationship between rewarming and
outcome as a function of age at time of transplant. Results revealed that not only was age
not predictive of cognitive outcome, but there was not a significant interaction between
age and rewarming rate. An interaction would imply that one of the two predictors
become more or less predictive in terms of the other predictor. In this case and based on
previous research, it was hypothesized that rewarming rate would become more
predictive when age of transplant increased. However, this was not confirmed in the
findings.
While this was surprising, several factors could possibly explain these
contradictory findings. First, while several studies have reported that rewarming rate is
related to neuropsychological and cognitive outcome as a function of age (Newman,
Croughwell et al., 1995; Newman, Kramer et al., 1995), these studies only looked at adult
populations with age ranges much wider than age ranges in the current study. Previous
studies looked at adults from middle age to the elderly while the current study included
infants ranging in age from one day to ten months old. Thus, the limited ability for age to
moderate might be partly due to the restricted age range at transplant relative to the adult
population age ranges. Thus, while it would be nice to make generalization to neonates
and infants, it is not possible with the current study. As such, and as was concluded
previously in hypothesis three, it is likely that these findings suggest that, unlike adult’s
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mature cerebrovascular and cerebral oxygenation, neonates and infants demonstrate
greater neuroprotection from the potential damaging effects of accelerated rewarming
even when age is taken into account.
A second explanation for these findings could be related to the same statistical
limitations that were discussed for hypothesis three. That is, while length of time for
rewarming ranged from 43 minutes to 155 minutes, warming rate ranged from
.12°C/minute to .48°C/minute, with a standard deviation of .08. Since most studies
examining rewarming ranged from . 10°C/minute to 1.44°C/minute, it is believed that
restricted range and lack of variance might limit the current data and subsequent analyses.
As a result, because the correlations are in the expected direction for the most part and
there is a known limit to the power of the analysis, the findings of this study are very
likely an inaccurate representation of the relationship between rewarming and outcome. If
the relationship between rewarming and outcome is limited, then moderating with age
will also be limited. Furthermore, it is important to recognize that both predictors lacked
significant variation along their respective continuums. As a result, the ability to detect
true differences when they exist is limited when the ranges of the predictors are
restricted.
Previous research suggests two main explanations for why age is an important
predictor of neurocognitive and neuropsychological outcome. The first explanation is
related to the increasing number of mature excitatory amino acid receptors in older
infants. Although the reasons why previous studies have found that age plays a role in an
infants vulnerability to hypoxic-ischemic/reperfusion injury are not fully understood, it
has been speculated that older infants might have a greater number of mature excitatory
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amino acid receptors and subsequent increased vulnerability to excitotoxic injury (du
Plessis et al., 1995). These researchers also reported that there is a maturation-dependent
vulnerability to perioperative seizures that older infants are more susceptible to than
younger infants. Although ages were not clarified in that report, the current study did
contain three children who reportedly experienced clinically observable seizures
postoperatively. The average age at transplant for the three infants who experienced
seizures was 63.81 days (standard deviation = 29.05) and 40.98 days (standard deviation)
for those who did not have a history of seizures. Although perioperative seizure activity
as well as abnormal EEG patterns pre and postoperatively are unknown for all children in
the current study, these findings are compelling in light of du Plessis et al (1995) report.
As a result, it is possible that seizures and impaired cytochrome oxidase are both
moderated by age. Furthermore, the range of seizures within the current sample is likely
an underestimate due to the sedating nature of the drug therapies utilized during and
following transplantation.
The second explanation is related to the impairments of cytochrome oxidase in
older infants. The same group of researchers suggested that infants older than two weeks
had a greater decrease in cytochrome oxidase during cooling and greater impairment and
deficiency during rewarming than infants younger than two weeks old (du Plessis et al.,
1995). Even when reperfusion continued for more than one hour with high levels of
hemoglobin oxygenation, more than half of the infants maintained depressed levels of
cytochrome oxidase. As a result, it is likely that unknown mechanisms operating during
accelerated rewarming are interfering with appropriate oxygenation during the rewarming
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phase of older infants. The point at which age becomes a risk factor is unclear although
du Plessis (1995) has found greater vulnerabilities in infants as young as two weeks old.
Hypothesis 8: Combined model
Hypothesis eight, the combined model, found that when controlling IQ test
administered, a few predictor variables consistently captured more variance than others
did in explaining outcome. The change in temperature from the end of cardiac arrest to
the end of rewarming demonstrated moderate ability to predict outcome, with stronger
associations found for perceptual organizational skills. This finding confirms the theory
that right hemisphere and cerebellar skills such as visuospatial organization, sensorimotor
functioning and visuomotor integration are more vulnerable to hypoxic injury than left
hemisphere skills such as understanding and using spoken language, although auditory
processing might be affected. Additionally, although not as large an effect as change in
temperature during rewarming, temperature at minimum oxygen saturation demonstrated
a similar pattern with the largest proportion of variance explained in perceptual
organizational skills.
Maximum arterial pressure was not predictive of any outcome measure and
contributed very little to variance explained in the model. Very little research attention
has addressed the role of perioperative hypotension and subsequent hypoxia, even though
there is some evidence that hypoperfusion could contribute to neuropsychological and
cognitive outcome. Previous studies that have examined MAP in relation to
neurocognitive outcome have reported no main effect of blood pressure in terms of MAP
(Newman, Croughwell et al., 1995). A few other studies, however, have reported that
hypotension and subsequent global hypoperfusion are associated with cognitive
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impairment, and that the relationship is often moderated by age (Newman et ah, 1994;
Newman, Kramer et ah, 1995; Stockard, Bickford, & Schauble, 1973).
In the current study, although there was not a main effect for hypoperfusion, there
was an interaction between pressure and bypass flow rate in terms of outcome.
Furthermore, this interaction accounted for largest amount of unique variance in the
model and also, similar to the other two significant predictors, had the largest effect on
perceptual organizational skills. When blood flow and pressure were both either low or
high relative to the mean, verbal, performance, and full scale IQ was in the average
range. When blood flow and pressure were not matched relative to the mean, outcome for
all areas of cognition was generally in the borderline to deficit range.
Children who scored high on full scale IQ exhibited blood flow rate and pressure
that were both either above the mean or below the mean. For these patients, if the flow
rate was approximately 30 to 35 cc/kg/min then their MAP was approximately 30 to 40
mmHg, both approximately one to two standard deviations below the mean. Conversely,
children who scored in the borderline or deficit range (standard score = 40 to 80)
demonstrated flow rate that was mismatched with blood pressure.
In other words, minimum flow rate for these children was either above the mean
while there average MAP was below the mean or flow rate was below the mean and
MAP was above the mean, indicating a mismatch in the pressure-flow relationship. The
relationship between minimum flow rate and outcome was less predictable when pressure
was low. However, as pressure increased, flow rate became more predictive of outcome
in that the faster the minimum bypass flow rate, the greater the cognitive impairment.
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Hypothesis 9: Learning Disorders
The last hypothesis examined the impact perioperative events have on the
development of learning disorders. The relationship was measured two different ways.
First, a learning disorder was defined continuously as the magnitude of the abilityachievement discrepancy and the proportion of variance accounted for by perioperative
predictors was analyzed. Secondly, a child was identified as having a potential learning
disorder if there was a greater than 22-point discrepancy between the maximum ability
score and the minimum achievement score. This dichotomized variable was analyzed
with a logistic regression to determine the predicted probabilities of developing a learning
disorder given significant anesthesiology and bypass indicators.
The California Education Code reported that an estimated 5% of the total
population of school children have a specific learning disability (SLD). The results of the
current study suggest that learning disorders may be common in this population.
Furthermore, although achievement scores for the whole sample were higher than ability
measures, which suggests a high rate of ‘over achievement’, over half (63%)
demonstrated academic performance that was not on par with their ability level.
Of these, 30% (7/23) had ability-achievement discrepancy that were significantly
large enough to identify them as having a specific learning disorder condition. What this
means is that when intellectual potential is significantly higher than academic
performance, a child is determined at risk for a learning disorder if there is a concurrent
deficit in one or more of the basic psychological processing areas. The remaining 37%
(14/37) demonstrated academic performance that was above their ability measured by the
WISC-III or WPPSI-R.
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What these findings may suggest is that these children are hard workers and/or
have parents who are extremely invested in their child’s education and motivate the child
to do well. This finding may be consistent with what previous research has identified as
the so-called vulnerable child syndrome (Mahle et ah, 2000; Uzark et ah, 1998). The
underlying component of this phenomenon is the belief that survival, in and of itself, is
an extraordinary achievement and it is this that influences parents’ and to a lesser extent
teachers’ perceptions of a child subjective success.
As a result, parents and children may believe that they have been given a special
gift of life and that with accepting this gift, they take on the responsibility and
accountability of living it to the fullest. As a result, no homework assignment is
unimportant, no test is trivial. Parents, teachers and even the child themselves, might
believe that because so many health professional have invested their time and energy into
saving this child’s life, this second lease on life should not be wasted. As a result.
because of this phenomenon, the reported incidence of learning difficulties in this
population might be an under-representation of the actual incidence rates.
In Campbell et al’s (1997) report, between 12% and 44% of children who
underwent cardiac surgery met the 22-point discrepancy criteria for SLD. However, this
group was comprised of children with a variety of CHD who underwent surgery at a
much older age (Campbell et al., 1997). Thus, the ability to interpret the current findings
in light of Campbell et al’s (1997) findings is limited because of the obvious differences
in chronicity of potential hypoxia and severity of congenital heart anomalies.
A report by Mahle et. al. (2000) suggested that a significant proportion of children
who have received correction for HLHS do have academic and learning difficulties.
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These researchers found that 14% of the sample that participated in objective
psychometric assessment fit the criteria of learning disabled (Mahle et ah, 2000). These
findings are consistent with the current study findings of 16% with identified learning
disorders. However, in Mahle et. al.’s (2000) study, SLD was defined as a 15-point
discrepancy between ability and achievement. This much more liberal definition for
learning disabled when applied to the current study data, would have resulted in 26% of
the sample meeting the criteria of SLD. Furthermore, in Mahle’s (2000) report, a survey
mailed to the homes of a larger group of the sample population found that 32% had been
diagnosed with a learning disability. Although the authors did not allude to why the
discrepancy existed within their data, it is clear that the prevalence of learning disorders
in the HLHS population ranges from roughly 14% to 32% and that the ‘over
achievement’ phenomenon plays a role in the reported incidence rates.
Furthermore, age at assessment might also play a role in the incidence rates of
SLD. It is quite uncommon to identify learning disorders/disabilities in children under the
age of seven secondary to the lack of an educational foundation at this age. Children just
entering school between five and six years of age are just learning the basics of the
alphabet and counting and the framework for reading and writing are being established.
Because children learn at different rates, variations in children’s abilities at this
age are common. It isn’t until around eight years of age that children transition from
learning to read and write to using reading and writing to learn. The current study
included children ages five to nine. As a result, the ability to measure learning disorders
was rather limited in this age group. However, all seven children identified with a
learning disorder were tested with the WISC-III, which is the intelligence test for the
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older age group. While only 18% of the entire sample demonstrated 22 point
discrepancies, 35% of those old enough to take the WISC-III (7 out of 20) met the
criteria. When looking only at children over eight years of age (n = 6), 33% of these met
the criteria (2 out of 6).
Conversely, Campbell et al.(1997) included children ages 4 to 12, with nearly half
of the sample over the age of 9. Consequently, a much larger incidence of learning
disorders was identified in this sample population. Mahle et al (2000) included children
ages 6 to 13.6 and, as a result, the incidence of learning disorder was also higher than the
current study although not as high as was reported in Campbell’s (1997). A study by
Wemovsky et al (2000) looked at incidence of learning disorders in a larger population of
children who received the Fontan for CHD. The age ranged from 3.7 to 14 years of age.
However, only 5.5% (7/127) reportedly met the criteria for learning disabled (Wemovsky
et al., 2000). While this is discrepant from previous findings, these authors did not
operationally define what a significant discrepancy was in their study. It is possible that,
since other methods besides a 22-point discrepancy have been employed, Wemovsky et
al (2000) also adhered to a different, possibly more conservative, definition of SLD.
However, in Wemosky’s as well as all other previous reports, it is unclear what
proportion of children were not SLD because they were mentally deficient. The current
study was not able to explore the incidence and prevelance of mental retardation
secondary to limitations of the available data.
In light of these findings, it is important to not focus specifically on SLD
classification, which is important primarily within the educational arena and often criteria
for inclusion often change geographically, and often related to funding. With the current
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data, it is difficult to say specifically disability as compared to a disorder because of these
reasons. As such, results and interpretation for this hypothesis are given with caution and
are primarily based on the laws found within the California Education Code
As previously described in the results section for this hypothesis, a learning
disorder is related to a processing deficit in at least one of seven identified areas.
Although processing deficits were not explicitly described in Mahle et afs (2000) study,
these researchers reported that 30.4% (7/23) of the sample assessed had speech difficulty
and 69.5% (16/23) had evidence of ADHD. Informal analysis of the academic areas that
were significantly low relative to ability in the seven children who met the discrepancy
criteria in the current study found that two were auditory or expressive language in
nature, three visuospatial, and one sensorimotor in nature.
One possible explanation for these types of processing deficits relates to their
cortical location relative to watershed regions. It is believed that neuropsychological
deficits following hypoxic-ischemic injury vary relative to their proximity to watershed
regions with greater impairment observed in visuospatial and sensorimotor functioning as
a result of the vulnerability of both the occipital region and purkinje cells in the cerebellar
cortex to ischemic reperfusion. Because visual and spatial information in perceived and
processed in the occipital visual cortex and related association areas, patterns of visual
spatial deficits are likely to be common in hypoxic-ischemic injury. Concurrently,
research has indicated a vulnerability of purkinje cells in the cerebellum to ischemic
reperfusion as well, which is believed to be related to regulating and coordinating visual
input with motor output. As such, sensorimotor deficits are commonly reported in
relation to injury to these specific cells in the cerebellar cortex. As a result, the pattern
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and type of processing deficits that potentially are involved are not surprising. Previous
research has suggested that hypoxemia might play a role in sensorimotor functioning in
this population (Bellinger et al., 1995), the current findings confirm this hypothesis. It
was also suggested in the intellectual outcome discussion above that hypoxic injury is
typically reported in regions of the cerebellum and basal ganglia which are believed to
play pivotal roles in sensorimotor and visuomotor integration functioning (Lezak, 1995).
As a result, while it is clear that children with CHD are at a greater risk for
developing learning disorders than the normative population, factors that contribute to the
discrepancies have not been examined prior to the current study. The current study found
that when adjustments were made for birth head circumference, a factor highly correlated
with ability-achievement discrepancies, neither of the previously significant perioperative
predictors accounted for significant proportions of variance in outcome. It is possible that
because the sample size was small, there was limited power in assessing all predictors
and because birth head circumference exerts such a powerful influence over the
magnitude of the discrepancy, it served to mask any contributions the perioperative
variables might possibly make.
When age at assessment was taken into account by adjusting for tests
administered, however, all perioperative predictors that were also included in the
cognitive outcome model accounted for significant proportions of unique variance in the
magnitude of the discrepancy. Maximum mean arterial pressure did contribute
significantly to the model with higher pressure resulting in larger positive discrepancies.
Furthermore, change in temperature was also significant with larger changes related to
larger maximum ability-minimum achievement discrepancies as well. It is possible that
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while temperature is safe down to a certain point beyond which the frequency of deficits
begin to increase.
Although the current study did not find linear correlations between lowest
temperature and outcome, there was a qualitative difference in the intellectual
performance and magnitude of ability-achievement discrepancies in children who
underwent temperatures below 17°C, with performance somewhat lower than the rest of
the sample. The finding that the higher the temperature at minimum oxygen saturation.
the smaller the magnitude of the discrepancy, is counterintuitive to what was expected.
Because it is believed that hypothermia decreases the metabolic demand for oxygen and
hyperthermia would increase it, it was assumed that higher temperatures at minimum
levels would results in an increased risk of hypoxic-ischemic injury, and the subsequent
magnitude of the discrepancy might be a symptom of the underlying injury. This was not
the case however.
It is possible that the inability to accurately measure this variable as well as the
other oxygen saturation variables limits the analytical power and subsequent
interpretations. In spite of this, the interaction between average mean arterial pressure and
minimum flow rate was related to the magnitude of the discrepancy with higher pressure
being more predictive of the relationship between bypass flow rate and SLD.
Similar to cognitive outcome, the relationship between bypass flow rate and SLD
changed as a function of blood pressure, with low pressure not contributing to the
understanding and high pressure resulting in greater discrepancies with faster flow rates
and smaller discrepancies with slower flow rates. What this suggests is that there might
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be difficulty in regulating the pressure-flow relationship, which when disrupted, could
contribute to the frequency and severity of ability-achievement discrepancies.
A pressure-flow disturbance in the neonatal period is not a new phenomenon.
Periventricular leukomalacia (PVL), hemorrhagic lesions in the posterior parietal region,
is commonly reported in premature neonates secondary to the immature status of the
cerebrovascular autoregulator system (Roscigno, 2002). Furthermore, PVL has been
related to deficits in visuospatial functioning (Sans et al., 2002). As a result, it is feasible
to propose that the severity of a learning disorder might be related to some sort of
pressure-flow autoregulatory insufficiency during the neonatal period and contributing to
a hypoxic ischemic/reperfusion injury.
Clinical Implications
While many factors directly and/or indirectly effect cognitive development
following infant heart transplantation, several perioperative factors are able to predict
both intellectual as well as development of learning disorders and thus, deserve further
empirical and clinical attention. However, whether cooling is too slow, rewarming is too
fast, cardiac arrest is too long, mean arterial pressure is too high in relation to flow rate,
or temperature at minimum oxygen saturation is too high, what all these factors are
alluding to is an underlying hypoxic ischemic/reperfusion and/or global hypoperfusion
injury. It is the underlying severity of cerebral oxygen deprivation that all these variables
are attempting to capture and measure. Furthermore, what these findings suggest is that a
healthy balance of all these factors in relation to each another is important for satisfactory
cognitive development and educational achievement. Above and beyond this, the
pressure-flow interaction in relation to outcome appeared to provide the greatest insight
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into the pathogenesis of the fragile cerebravasculature of the neonate. While all other
aspects of neonates might make them excellent candidates for transplantation, it is
possible that their immature and chronically impaired vasculature is a risk factor for later
cognitive and intellectual functioning.
Through accurate measurement of these factors, it is believed that a picture can be
sketched of the location, severity, and type of CNS insult that is contributing to the below
average intellectual performance of this clinical population. The purpose of providing a
sketch of the damage incurred perioperatively is twofold. First, if triggers or indicators of
hypoxia can be identified then our understanding of the relationship between
cardiopulmonary bypass, cardiac arrest and brain functioning is enhanced and appropriate
methodological steps can be taken to change current procedures that might be
inadvertently contributing to CNS injury.
Secondly, while most perioperative factors cannot be control and modified,
flagging those variables that are associated with a poor outcome assists in identifying
those infants that might be at-risk for neuropsychological and cognitive impairments. As
such, elucidating the role perioperative variables have on outcome can serve as indicators
of developmental prognosis and can allow for early detection and intervention for
individuals identified as at-risk by these specific perioperative parameters.
Furthermore, what the overall findings of this current study indicate is that
perceptual organizational and sensorimotor skills are the most vulnerable to cerebral
oxygen deprivation. Neuropsychological research on hypoxia supports this finding by
reporting that dysfunction in these skill areas have been correlated with lesions in the
cerebellum, basal ganglia, and some cortical areas (Lezak, 1995). Additionally,
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visuospatial and visuomotor deficits are often reported in relation to immature
cerebrovascular autoregulation and global hypoperfusion in neonates (Volpe, 2001a).
It is believed that impairments in these areas arise as a result of the vulnerability
regions of the primary visual cortex in the occipital lobe have to global hypoperfusion
and changes in cerebral blood flow and pressure (Volpe, 2001a). As a result, sufficient
and appropriate early intervention should be somewhat focused on remediation of
visuospatial and visuomotor integration skills. A second cortical area vulnerable to
hypoxic ischemic/reperfusion injury is the hippocampus, which is responsible for
encoding, storing and retrieving information in memory. As a result, memory deficits are
often reported in clinical populations that have incurred hypoxic injuries (Lezak, 1995).
Unfortunately, in the current study, memory was not assessed. However, the clinical
implications of memory functioning in this population should not be overlooked.
Limitations
There were several limitations in the current study. First, the sample size was
relatively small which limited the statistical power to accept the null hypothesis for
cooling rate and also made it difficult to reject the null for rewarming rate. In terms of
assessing the effect of rewarming speed on outcome, the truncated range for rewarming
limited the power of both assessing covariance and accounting for variance in outcome
(standard deviation = .08). Both the small sample size and limited range of rewarming
speeds significantly limited the ability to interpret the analyses meaningfully.
Secondly, it was difficult if not impossible to control for premorbid functioning.
Central nervous system birth defects often co-occur in the HLHS population, which may,
in and of itself, be related to cognitive delays and learning disorders. Although
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distinctions could be made in terms of the type and severity of cardiac defect as well as
amount of time waiting for a heart donor in the current study, these variables were unable
to contribute meaningfully to the analyses. Preoperative neurologic as well as
developmental evaluation could potentially contribute to the ability to control for
preoperative level of functioning. The ability to control, however, becomes extremely
complicated secondary to the compromised health of these infants who are often kept in
pediatric intensive care units with little ability to engage in normal infant behaviors.
Also, in terms of controlling for extraneous pre-existing factors, there was little
ability to control for socioeconomic status (SES), a factor related to intellectual measures.
In the current study, there was no measure by which to make appropriate adjustment for
SES. Income at the time of assessment was an available measure. Although income
contributes to SES, this is not considered a valid indicator of SES alone. Primarily SES
adjustments look at many factors including income, and most frequently studies use a
three-prong adjustment method.
A third critical limitation was that the sample was clinical and thus lacked random
assignment as well as a standard protocol for data collection. As a result many of the
perioperative variables were not recorded in consistent intervals making it difficult to
compare between subjects. Bypass and anesthesia records were handwritten, making
accurate interpretation of notes difficult at times. Furthermore, variations in intervals on
the record sheets made direct comparison across subjects in terms of means and standard
deviations for some variables exceedingly difficult.
For instance, oxygen saturation is a variable that was frequently hand recorded on
the anesthesiology record sheet. The intervals and consistency with which it was recorded
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was lacking and there appeared to be a great deal of variations in recording this one
variable. As a result, mean values for each case could not be quantified. Instead minimum
and maximum values were retained, which might have no clinical relevance in terms of
hypoxic injury because who is to say they are the true minimum and maximum values
secondary to lack of consistent intervals.
A fourth limitation was the lack of distinction between the three phases of the
procedure: cooling, cardiac arrest and rewarming. In the current study, anesthesia and
perfusion predictors (i.e. bypass flow rate, arterial pressure, oxygen saturation) span the
entire operation with no distinctions made between phases. Thus, the lack of distinction
in regards to how cooling, cardiac arrest, and rewarming phases individually contribute to
these variables and subsequently impact cognitive outcome limited the interpretation and
generalizability of the findings. A fifth limitation was that there were no venous oxygen
saturation measures available. As a result, inferences of cerebral metabolic rate for
oxygen and subsequent mismatch between supply and demand could not be made.
Future Research
Since the current study is the first of if s kind to examine specific perioperative
variables related to hypoxic ischemic/reperfusion injury and correlate with cognitive
development and learning disorders following infant heart transplantation, future research
should focus on providing accurate measurement of these variables via experimental
design and control, and utilizing intraoperative techniques such as near-infrared
spectroscopy, xenon 133 clearance, electroencephalogram, and extraoperative techniques
such as magnetic resonance (MR) spectroscopy, functional MR imaging, diffusionweighted imaging, MR perfusion imaging, MR angiography, positron emission
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tomography, and single photon emission computed tomography. While pre- and post
operative brain and vascular imaging plays an important role in identifying underlying
mechanism in neuronal degeneration following heart transplantation, these techniques
might not provide enough information or control to attribute cognitive changes to
intraoperative events. The intraoperative techniques, however, might provide greater
clarification of biochemical and vascular events related to developmental outcome.
Intraoperative cerebral monitoring serves several useful purposes. First, it can
provide rich empirical data that could help elucidate intraoperative events related to later
neuropsychological and cognitive functioning. Secondly, intraoperative monitoring can
provide more immediate feedback of hypoxemia and cerebrovascular status than say
arterial blood gases, and thus interventions can be administered in a more timely and
appropriate manner in an attempt to limit the damage. Although there are distinctions in
the types of information each technique provides ranging from “CNS injury is about to
occur” to “this is the severity of the injury,” greater research focus on all types of
information will one day serve to widen our understanding of the impact several
milliseconds on the operating table can have on a lifetime of learning and development.
Furthermore, the ability to monitor and track factors associated with enhanced
neuroprotection from injury can also have tremendous ramifications on the methods and
procedures applied intraoperatively.
Future research should also consider examining the intraoperative variables
examined in the current study, but with experimental control. Because only minimum,
maximum, and averages were provided for many of the variables, including mean arterial
pressure, bypass flow rate, and oxygen saturation, very little information could be
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inferred from these variables. As such, future researchers should consider examining
these variables on fixed intervals with delineation between cooling, cardiac arrest and
warming phases highlighted and compared. Additionally, any empirical examination of
the relationship between cooling rate, hypoxic ischemic/reperfusion, hypoperfusion, and
outcome should analyze cooling rate in terms of degree change per minute and not purely
length of time to cool.
Also, because socioeconomic status (SES) is a known confounding variable in
assessing intellectual outcome, future research should provide appropriate controls for
this with adequate and appropriate three-prong SES indicators. Furthermore, because of
the sensitivity of memory to hypoxic-ischemic injury, future studies should be sure to
measure both visual and auditory memory in this population. Finally, in terms of
academic outcome and examination of learning disorders and disabilities, it would be
important to identify not only the prevalence of learning disorders in this population but
also the type of processing deficit related to the handicapping condition. As a result,
patterns of neuropsychological deficits can be examined and related to localizing cortical
areas of enhanced vulnerability to hypoxic ischemic/reperfusion or hypoperfusion injury
in neonatal heart transplant populations.
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